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The engaging biography of one of the most celebrated and enduring authors of Western
literature Charles Dickens grew up in harsh poverty and became one of the world’s most
beloved authors. Biographer Fred Kaplan takes a brilliant, multifaceted approach in his
examination of Dickens’s life: his fraught marriage and relationships; the ever-present effects of
his humble beginnings; his extensive, but carefully managed, public life; and his friendships with
famous writers. Dickens unearths the complex passions that drove both the man and his work,
illuminating why the legendary author—just like the characters in his fiction—has remained a
mammoth figure in Western literature.
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Hogarth, c. 1856.PREFACE, 1998WE LIVE IN A CULTURAL CLIMATE QUICK TO ACCEPT
THE WORST, DENY the best. And we often have difficulty, unlike Dickens, in being sure about
how to define moral indicators, especially in complicated human matters. To Dickens, that came
easily. He unhesitatingly believed in absolute truths, both moral and cosmological, though,
paradoxically, opposite absolutes often co-exist, as in “It was the best of times, it was the worst
of times.” When, in 1854, he learned of the allegation that the ill-fated Franklin expedition to the
North Pole had in its final days resorted to cannibalism, he would not accept even the possibility
that such a horror had happened. With Wilkie Collins, he soon collaborated on a play, The
Frozen Deep, a main purpose of which was to affirm that Englishmen (and by extension
Europeans and their American offspring) were not capable of such base behavior, even in
extreme circumstances.Like culturally self-assured cannibals, we put Dickens into our particular
contemporary pot, bring the water to a boil, and then help ourselves to those parts that entice
our palates. Dickens the moral absolutist appeals to few modern readers, though there is still an
audience, mainly of political and religious conservatives, who find this aspect of him attractive
and even reassuring. Dickens biographers, from the beginning, have been aware that some of
the facts of his life and personality may seem to some readers uncomfortably out of synch with
the Christian and humanitarian messages of his novels. Still, since Edgar Johnson’s somewhat
innocent but still brilliantly successful Charles Dickens, His Tragedy and His Triumph (1952),
Dickens biographers have attemped to see Dickens “warts and all,” as Carlyle said about his
effort to write a truthful biography of Cromwell. But the wart we are inclined to see, the meal we
are predisposed to dine on, is the one that particularly suits our own late-twentieth-century
interests. Even if Dickens has not been quite the tasty meal offered by more culturally
scandalous or politically incorrect Victorian and modern lives, he nevertheless has provided for
the modern biographer three appetizing areas that can be and have been readily highlighted.
The first is his sense of himself as an abused child whose exploitative parents forced him to toil
in a blacking factory when he should have been in school; the second, his relationships with and
his treatment of women, particularly Georgina Hogarth Dickens and Ellen Ternan; and the third,
his schizophrenic division of himself into a person with an open public life and a secret private
one.Since this biography was first published in 1988, there have been many articles and books
on Dickens’ childhood, none of which has added any significant evidence to our knowledge of
those years and experiences in his life. His own and John Forster’s account of the blacking
warehouse incident still stand as our primary sources. As in Peter Ackroyd’s Dickens (1990), the
only full-length biography since this one, and in Malcolm Andrews’ Dickens and the Grown-Up



Child (1994), our contemporary attraction to the concept of the abused child and the particular
language associated with it has, inevitably, been applied to Dickens. It has not been a bad thing
to do, as long as it is done within reason and with an understanding of the differences between
what Victorians thought and what our late-twentieth-century society thinks the appropriate
amount of sympathy and understanding due the child.What it was in the young Charles that
made him for all his adult life relive emotionally and imaginatively that childhood experience, no
biographer has been able to satisfactorily elucidate. To a great extent it was class humiliation,
something harder for us to grasp today than it was for Dickens’ contemporaries. When Elizabeth
and John Dickens sent their son to the blacking warehouse to help with exigent family finances,
they believed they were doing something socially reasonable and morally defensible. Indeed,
British and American Victorian culture abused children even beyond our contemporary abusive
depradations. But Dickens’ parents (and most Victorians) would not have thought of young
Charles’s treatment as abuse. Dickens’ powerful dramatizations of such children in his fiction
and his sense of his own “neglect” (the word he preferred) are attractive to modern readers
primarily because they hit so strongly on a preoccupation of ours, in a culture in which sensitivity
to the issue has been ratcheted up and the definition of abuse made more extensive and
inclusive. It is an emphasis that from the beginning Dickens biographers have not underplayed. It
has been an easy or at least a comfortable crux in Dickens biography, primarily because he has
seemed especially contemporary in this regard.Dickens’ treatment of women in his life and
fiction has not been as sympathetic to modern taste, and on this matter we have all been cultural
cannibals, attempting to come to terms, more or less, with what for many modern readers has
become a crucial moral crux. That Dickens associated the pain of the blacking house humiliation
almost exclusively with his mother’s indifference to his plight and hardly at all with his father’s
bankruptcy has made it inevitable that biographers will find important traces of this in his
treatment of his wife as well as in the women of his fiction. One prominent review of this
biography found serious fault with its treatment of Elizabeth Dickens. The charge was that I had
been unfair to her. Probably I was, in that critic’s sense, though my effort to present Elizabeth
Dickens mostly through the lens of her son’s feelings, as far as those could be determined,
seemed to me entirely separate from the issue of objective fairness. The little that we know
about Elizabeth Dickens we know through the record that her son created. Undoubtedly, he
could no more provide an objective view of her than I can provide an objective view of him, let
alone of my own mother. All such portraits are part fact, part interpretation, and no amount of
special pleading or political correctness can gainsay that our interest in any of the women in
Dickens’ life resides primarily in what our attention to them can teach us about Dickens. Victorian
Studies in general and the Victorian novel in particular have benefited from and been distorted
by feminist studies. The benefit has been considerable, the distortion usually only minor. In
regard to Dickens, the two major biographical studies of the women in his life, Michael Slater’s
Dickens and Women (1983), and Claire Tomalin’s pursuit of Ellen Ternan in The Invisible Woman
(1990), have brought together available material to give some special emphasis to a modern



interest. Slater and Tomalin both owe a debt, as do all modern Dickens biographers, to Ada
Nisbet’s pioneering study, Dickens and Ellen Ternan (1952). Tomalin’s biography of Ternan adds
some details about Ternan’s life and gives us the fullest portrait of her days. But even a full-
length study of Ellen Ternan exists because of our interest in Dickens rather than in Ternan. As
fate and the record require, she still remains largely a shadow lady whom Dickens (and Ternan)
preferred to have us know as little about as possible.That she and Dickens were lovers almost
every modern biographer believes. Only Ackroyd quixotically but unconvincingly resists the
substantial circumstantial evidence. Whatever his motive for doing so, it seems an instance of
special pleading. He somehow sees the sexual relationship as some unwarranted avoirdupois
grafted onto Dickens by modern biographical cannibals, the better to dine on him. No biographer
has been able to demonstrate with even barely credible circumstantial evidence the more radical
claim that Dickens and Ellen Ternan had a child. But it certainly could have happened—if one
believes they were lovers. There is room in the known chronology of both their lives, especially in
the first hah of the 1860s, for the event to have taken place. Still, without credible evidence, it
remains speculation, and, oddly enough, we have not been treated to the spectacle of putative
offspring coming forward to claim a heretofore hidden lineage. Dickens’ secret life, though it may
not have included a child with Ellen, still remains mostly secret, resistant to our probes.Though I
would be happy at some time in the near future to wipe the egg off my face, I do not believe that
we will ever know more than we do now about the facts of Dickens’ life, except in the most
marginal ways. In this regard, Dickens’ recent biographers owe more to the on-going Pilgrim
Edition of the Letters of Charles Dickens (Vols. 1–8, 1965–1995) than to any other source.
Dickens was good, perhaps brilliant, at covering his tracks. The letters reveal the scattered
footprints, the barely identifiable traces, some possibilties to add to the certainties that we have.
We know enough to know that in his last decade he led a double life: his public life as a world-
famous writer and host at Gad’s Hill Place, his private life with Ellen Ternan at a cottage he set
up for her in England, and often on long holidays with her in France. Not even the clever Dickens
could completely conceal the traces of this. Barring the discovery of some long-lost revelatory
document, the rest is and will be mostly untenable guesswork. But his psychological and
fictional preoccupation with double lives precedes Ellen Ternan as a Dickensian phenomenon.
Perhaps it, too, goes back to the blacking warehouse experience, a shameful secret that he
concealed from everyone but Forster until his death. For biographers, this aspect of Dickens
seems more and more to be the key to whatever all there is, a kind of tongue-in-cheek
Dickensian “That’s-all-Folks!”Dickens’ … steady practicality withal; the singularly solid business
talent he continually had; and, deeper than all, if one has the eye to see deep enough, dark,
fateful silent elements, tragical to look upon; and hiding amid dazzling radiances as of the sun,
the elements of death itself.…—THOMAS CARLYLE TO JOHN FORSTERConstituted to do the
work that is in me, I am a man full of passion and energy, and my own wild way that I must go is
often—at the best—wild enough.—CHARLES DICKENS TO MARY BOYLE, 12/9/1858Freud …
in accepting the Goethe Prize in 1930, said … the goal of biography [is] to bring a grand figure



nearer to us. “It is unavoidable … that if we learn more about a great man’s life, we shall also
hear of occasions on which he has done no better than we, has in fact come nearer to us as a
human being.”—DANIEL GOLDMAN, “New Insights into Freud, from‘Letters to a Friend,’” The
New York Times Magazine, 3/17/1986, p. 92CHAPTER ONEScenes of His Boyhood(1812–
1822)ON AN EXQUISITE SEPTEMBER DAY IN 1860, CHARLES DICKENS burned “the
accumulated letters and papers of twenty years.” The flames rose into the sunlight in the field
behind the house at Gad’s Hill. Every letter he owned not absolutely on a business matter went
up into fire and ashes, letters from friends and family, from the obscure and the famous, from
Thomas Carlyle, William Makepeace Thackeray, Alfred Tennyson, William Harrison Ainsworth,
John Forster, Wilkie Collins, Leigh Hunt, letters from his mother, father, brothers, and sisters,
letters from his wife, letters from Ellen Ternan. He was mercilessly indiscriminate, absolutely
insistent. Henry and Plorn, his two youngest sons, gleefully carried one basketful after another
from his study to the bonfire. They soon “roasted onions on the ashes of the great.” His daughter
Mamie begged her father to save some of the letters. She held them in her hands momentarily,
recognizing the handwritings and the signatures. Letters were ephemeral, he responded,
“written in the heat of the moment.” As the fire destroyed decades of correspondence, he
remarked, “‘Would to God every letter I had ever written was on that pile.’” The articulate smoke
rose into the sky “like the Genie when he got out of the casket on the sea-shore.” With the
disintegration of the last letters, the sky darkened and it began to rain “very heavily.… I suspect
my correspondence of having overcast the face of the Heavens.”1Fearing that they would be
published to an audience that had no business with them, he could, and now did, destroy every
private letter he received.2 Aware that fame generated its own detractors, that the exposure of
secrets had as much excitement within public discourse as within fiction, he feared the Victorian
equivalent of his phone being tapped. He had no belief in or commitment to the idea of a public
record about private matters. His books would speak for him. All other voices should be silenced.
His art, not his life, was public property. But no amount of discretion could gainsay that he
earned his living as a public man, a writer and an entertainer reading from his own works. The
incessant traveling during the readings made his presence in his novels a real voice heard and
an actual face seen in innumerable high streets, hotels, and railway stations. Only between 1862
and 1865, when he withdrew temporarily from the reading stage, were his public appearances
interludes in an essentially private life. His face, though, was always prominently displayed in
bookshop windows across the country. The success of his journal All the Year Round,
“Conducted by Charles Dickens” emblazoned in bold print on the cover, kept his name before
the public with weekly persistence. One could hardly turn one’s head toward a newsstand or a
bookstore or a reading table without seeing it. The more famous he became, the more certain it
was that his letters would eventually be published. The Heavens would send back some of the
smoke.BORN IN PORTSMOUTH ON FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 7, 1812, CHARLES Dickens was the
second child of a slim, dark-haired, pretty woman. On the night of his birth, Elizabeth Dickens,
who apparently declined to act the part of an invalid, and, like her son, loved to dance, had



attended a ball. She was a woman of energetic, aggressive self-definition. His father, who made
his living as a clerk in the payroll office of the navy, performed as if he had been placed below
the rewards that his talents and his love of life merited. John Dickens proudly took the unusual
step of trumpeting in the local newspaper that unto him had been born “on Friday, at Mile-end
Terrace, the Lady of John Dickens, Esq., a son.”In his adolescence, Dickens constructed the
compensatory myth of Friday’s special child, just as he would do later for David Copperfield. As
an adult, he considered Friday his lucky day, needing to believe that he had been born with great
expectations and the talent and will to realize them. Named Charles John Huffam Dickens (he
never used the two middle names and “never” forgave his mother and father for them), he was
baptized on March 4 in St. Mary’s near the modest, narrow house on Mile End Terrace that his
family rented.3His earliest memory, from a time when he could have been no more than two,
was of a “small front garden.” He remembered being watched by a nurse and trotting about “with
something to eat, and his little elder sister,” Fanny, with him, three motifs that were to become
important in his life and fiction, the woman who is the nurturer-protector but who also has the
potential to be the vehicle of deprivation; the food that nourishes one, and of which, like Oliver
Twist, one often wants “more”; and the lovely sister-wife who represents the ideal woman and
the completion of the self. Afterward, he recognized the very spot on which he had as an infant
watched a military parade. He had been brought out from the garden to see the soldiers
exercise, and he had carried away a vividly remembered “little picture of it, wonderful, accurate.”
A few years later, “my poor mother … put me up on the ledge of a … low wall with an iron railing
on the top … so that I might raise my hat and cheer George 4th—then Prince Regent—who was
driving by.”4His references to his parents in his letters and in his fiction suggest that the infant
had both a heightened sense of dependency and a strong fear of their untrustworthiness,
particularly his mother’s. One of his favorite stories was of the little boy lost and the little boy
found, of the child separated from his family, like the chimney sweep who had “been stolen from
his parents in his infancy [who] … was sent in the course of his professional career to sweep the
chimney of his mother’s bedroom; and … being hot and tired … he got into the bed he had so
often slept in as an infant, and was discovered and recognized therein by his mother.”5 Such
recognition scenes happen often to young adolescents in his fiction, in time to revive some
earlier ideal model when child and mother lived together in blissful harmony. The scenes
generally occur without benefit of father, who is usually absent, sometimes dead. Whether or not
such a time ever existed for him is doubtful. His need to be recognized by his mother seems
always to have been unfulfilled.Born in 1785, his father, John Dickens, was the second son of a
steward, William Dickens, and a servant, Elizabeth Ball. Both were trusted employees of John
Crewe, a member of Parliament who became Lord Crewe in the early nineteenth century. They
had married in 1781 at St. George’s Church, Hanover Square, London, the same church in
which funeral services were held for William Dickens fourteen years later. The younger of two
sons, John was ten years old at his father’s death. Other than the claim that he competently
managed the household at Crewe Hall in Chester and perhaps on Grosvenor Street, London,



William Dickens has no personal history. His background is the recordless blank of the
eighteenth-century servant class, illiterate, anonymous functionaries in a world in which their
social importance was local and generic. His wife survived him by thirty-nine years, rising to the
position of housekeeper to the Crewe family. Her background is as obscure as her husband’s.
She was remembered years later not by her grandson, to whom she bequeathed her husband’s
silver watch, but by members of the Crewe family, particularly for her powers as an impromptu
storyteller. Though she never learned to read or write, apparently she created romances and
fairy tales, the “invention of her clever and original brain,” for she possessed “strong story-telling
powers.”6 The claim has its symbolic resonance, the movement from the oral expression of folk
tales and romances by an illiterate woman to the great written literature of her descendant two
generations later. When she died, Charles was twelve years old. She makes no recognizable
appearance in his comments about his family or in his fiction. But through her influence with her
employer, nineteen-year-old John Dickens was appointed in April 1805 an “extra clerk” in the
navy pay office in Somerset House, London, at five shillings a day. Two years later, he rose to
fifteenth assistant clerk on the permanent staff at a total salary of about one hundred pounds a
year. He was thought careless with money, irresponsible about work, and too eager to enjoy the
pleasures of conviviality.Born in 1789, the year of the French Revolution, which was to be the
setting for one of her son’s most successful novels, Elizabeth Dickens was the second of the ten
children of Charles Barrow and Mary Culliford, who had married in 1788. A lieutenant in the navy
as a young man, Barrow became a partner in his father-in-law’s musical-instrument firm in
London. Then, in the first year of the new century, he was appointed a clerk in the navy pay
office in Somerset House. The Barrows were modestly affluent, successful in the wool business,
then in journalism and the civil service. Soon Barrow became “Chief Conductor of Monies in
Town,” his salary rising to £330 a year. In June 1809, Charles Barrow’s twenty-year-old daughter
married his twenty-four-year-old colleague. The groom had been working in Portsmouth,
probably since November 1807, with frequent trips to London to court Elizabeth, who had bright
hazel eyes and a slim waist. He kept his servant-class origins out of sight as much as possible.
The newlyweds soon settled in Portsmouth, where John Dickens now earned a salary of £110 a
year. Like his father-in-law, he handled payroll accounts. Within the year, his annual salary
increased to a little over £200. By November 1809, Elizabeth was pregnant. In January 1810, an
extraordinary scandal exploded. Her father, Charles Barrow, who had found his income
insufficient to cover the costs of a comfortable life for himself and his family, was caught secretly
pocketing large amounts of government money. The system made it easy for him to do so—
temporarily. The discovery stunned family and friends. Shame, remorse, guilt: Where had all the
money gone? He pleaded “the very heavy expenses of a family often children, increased by
constant illness.”7 When criminal prosecution became almost a certainty, he fled to the
Continent and then to the Isle of Man, beyond the reach of British law.The financial difficulties
that plagued the Dickens family during Charles’s youth had their beginnings in the first years of
his childhood. The pleasures of conviviality were essential for John Dickens, but the family soon



found that laughter was costly. The paterfamilias had little sense of the importance of adjusting
his needs to his income. His wife either had not been taught economy or was a poor learner. The
young couple enjoyed dinners, parties, family gatherings, and assumed that their income would
be sufficient sooner or later to redeem their current expenses. Still, the family seems to have
been solvent during these Portsmouth years. In late June 1812, perhaps as an attempt to
economize, they moved from Mile End Terrace to 16 Hawke Street. At Christmas 1813, they
made another local move, to 39 Wish Street, where a second son, Alfred, was born. Charles
may perhaps have been responsive enough to feel the gloom in the household when, in
September, the infant died “of water on the brain.”8None of them were likely to have been
pleased when John Dickens was transferred back to London in late 1814. At this time Elizabeth’s
eldest sister, Mary Allen, whose husband had died the previous year, lived with them. They were
a family of five, with another child visibly on the way. The move increased the financial burden.
John Dickens’ salary, which had included a special “outport” supplement, now fell to two
hundred pounds per year. They moved to 10 Norfolk Street, between the crowded Tottenham
Court Road area and Great Portland Street, in the heart of the city in which Dickens was to live
much of his adult life. This stay in London lasted about two years. A second daughter, Letitia
Mary, was born in April 1816. At the baptism her father listed his station in life as “gentleman.”
Time passed, and the crucial years between two and four never seem to surface except in the
interstices of fiction, where autobiography merges into the wish to transform and the wish to
forget. At the beginning of January 1817, John Dickens was transferred to Sheerness, in Kent,
probably glad to have his “outpay” restored. In March, with retrenchment at Sheerness, he was
transferred again, about twenty miles distant, to the pay office of the naval yard in Chatham,
adjacent to Rochester.THE “MASSIVE GREY SQUARE TOWER” OF ROCHESTER
CATHEDRAL dominates the fertile landscape into which the young boy first came to youthful
consciousness. The rooks, as they ascend, circling that stable tower in every season, survey the
narrow streets of the old cathedral town, the magnificent ruin of a once mighty fortress, the naval
dockyard at Chatham, then the glittering river Medway, which gradually widens and disappears
into its estuary and the cold waters of the Channel. The hills across the river and the landscape
of Kent glitter peacefully, quietly. London is too distant to the west and north to be seen.That
landscape was the primal home of Dickens’ imagination. All his “early readings” dated from this
place. In his memory, he bathed that vista in a glow of calm summers, of celebratory winters.
That radiant landscape became forever associated with the time in which he felt young and
loved. The garden of his creative fruitfulness, a place initially almost without dark shadows, it
was the home to which he regularly returned, in his novels and in his life, his place of
refreshment until refreshment was no longer possible. And his final but incomplete novel, whose
last words he wrote on a bright June day in a summer house from which he could see the traffic
on the Medway, unites the nurturing Kent of his boyhood with the death that resides in all natural
things.Like all paradises, Kent was retrospective. As an adult, he remembered its sights, scenes,
and experiences vividly. Often they were associated with his father, the articulated presence that



set his values and sense of self. An event that stuck in his memory, that he wrote about years
afterward as a defining myth, brought father and son past an imposing late-eighteenth-century
house on the Gravesend Road called Gad’s Hill Place, the hill associated with Falstaff’s
adventures in Shakespeare’s Henry IV. To the small boy, used to his lower-middle-class world
and the cramped houses of his earlier childhood, it seemed a palatial wonder. If he “were to be
very persevering and were to work hard,” his father told him, he “might some day come to live in
it.”9 The association of Shakespeare, his favorite author, with success; his father’s
encouragement to think nothing impossible for the assiduous and the talented; and the
association of writing with money and status, all must have produced feelings and connections
that had a strong influence on him.Since Chatham and Rochester were adjacent, the towns
formed a continuous playground. In one direction lay the dignity and history of Rochester, in the
other the excitement of the bustling modern dockyard. Chatham provided the drama of action,
the streets overflowing with soldiers and sailors, the marketplace busy with buying and selling,
often by those with either too much or too little in their pockets, and the clamorous noises of the
large dockyard, where convict labor did most of the hauling and pulling. He was fascinated by
the ships, by mechanical devices such as a crane to lift and sort logs, which he called the
“Chinese Enchanter’s Cart,” and by the men, “these busy figures … bending at their work in
smoke and fire.”10Rochester provided the dignity of an ancient city, stimulation for his historical
imagination: the cathedral, Fort Pitt, the Tudor buildings, the moon-faced clock suspended over
the narrow high street, the coaching inns, the Theatre Royal, where he first saw Shakespeare
performed, the gravitas of the town and the townspeople. The stolid bridge across the Medway
carried the London road northward and left Rochester the other way toward Dover and the
mysterious world called “abroad.” Some distance downriver huge gray ships were used as jails,
the hulks from which Pip, in Great Expectations, hears the gunfire that signals the escape of a
prisoner. Charles may have heard from others or from the voice of his imagination that “people
are put in the Hulks because they murder, and because they rob, and forge, and do all sorts of
bad; and they always begin by asking questions.”Like most precocious boys, he himself had the
reputation of being an incessant questioner. And “it would be difficult to overstate … the intensity
and accuracy of an intelligent child’s observation.” The running water of the river encouraged his
daydreams. Spending hours by its bank, he remembered himself as “a young boy, with an
intelligent face burnt to a dust colour by the summer sun, and with crisp hair of the same hue,”
listening to the tide, watching the boats on the river, wandering in the marshes. In his moments
of most idyllic memory, “peace and abundance were on the country-side in beautiful forms and
beautiful colours, and the harvest seemed even to be sailing out to grace the never-reaped sea
in the yellow-laden barges that mellowed the distance.”During the little over five years that he
spent in Chatham, the family was at its most stable. In his memory, it was never winter by the
Medway. In April 1817, they happily moved into 2 Ordnance Terrace, a new Georgian-style
house opposite a large field. Despite his lithe figure and quickness of movement, he was
unusually small and not very athletic. When he did participate, he competed vigorously. But his



enthusiasm was undercut by a touch of sickliness, occasional attacks of renal colic.11 Eager to
be accepted, he expressed himself warmly and cheerfully with his parents, his sisters Fanny,
Letitia, and Harriet, the latter born in 1819, his brother Frederick, born the next year, two
servants, and Mary Allen, called Aunt Fanny. Their nearest neighbors were the Stroughill family:
George, a little older than Charles, Lucy, with blond curls, a kind of playmate sweetheart whom
he later invoked when writing about an early birthday celebration. He remembered her as a
“peach-faced creature in a blue sash … whose life I supposed to consist entirely of birthdays.”
Living on the same street, Richard Newnham and his wife became friends of the family. Mrs.
Newnham became the model for the old lady in Sketches by Boz.During his wanderings, Mary
Weller, his thirteen-year-old nurse, was his closest female companion, replacing an earlier
nurse, Mercy, who had told him vicious horror stories. His mother, of whom his memories were
perhaps purposely hazy, taught him to read. He faintly remembered “her teaching me the
alphabet.” He soon attended a school on nearby Rome Street. In 1821, he transferred to a more
substantial local academy, run by a young Oxford student and Baptist minister, William Giles. At
first he walked the distance from Ordnance Terrace to the schoolhouse next to Providence
Chapel. Soon he became an after-school friend of his teacher’s younger brother Samuel, with
whom he “rambled together in the same Kentish fields, and mingled in the same sports.” When
the family moved in late spring 1821 to a modest house called The Brook, he walked the short
distance to Giles’s school, proudly sporting the white top hat the schoolboys were required to
wear. A voracious reader, he could not keep away from the books available to him. For Dickens,
the experience of imaginative engagement expressed itself physically, as if the mind alone could
not contain the mind’s activity. He would “sit with his book in his left hand, holding his wrist with
his right hand, and constantly moving it up and down, and at the same time sucking his tongue
… reading as if for life.”12 Later, when he became a writer, he sometimes acted out with his face
and his body the appearances and the actions of his characters while creating them. When he
became a public reader of his own works, he combined the inner world of his imagination with a
visible physical performance.From the world of his early reading he took his lifelong models of
human nature. He read Tobias Smollett, Henry Fielding, Oliver Goldsmith, Samuel Richardson,
Daniel Defoe, Cervantes. From “that blessed little” attic room in The Brook (his father’s book and
magazine collection probably was available to him at Ordnance Terrace also) “a glorious host”
came out to keep him company.13 The structure of fiction, of narrative myth-making, became
more closely identified with essential truth than the constructs of philosophy. Much of what he
has to say in his novels about human nature and the world that human beings have made
derives from widespread eighteenth-century views whose most accessible and powerful
expression is in the novels, poems, essays, and plays that he read as a child and continued to
read throughout his life. Fiction was, he felt from the beginning, morally didactic, a powerful force
for teaching goodness in the general sense of providing models of moral and immoral character
and action. The young boy probably now had his first glimpse of the possibility that he too could
be a writer and achieve the fame and fortune his father had held up to him as a vague ideal on



the day that he had seen Gad’s Hill Place for the first time.THE OUTWARD WORLD OF
PEACEFUL KENT HAD ITS PARALLEL IN THE shining face of a boy eager to learn and eager
to please. Standing on chairs or tables, he gladly performed for his family and his father’s friends.
He had a good way with a tune and with lyrics, a voice, a lilt, and a look for vocal comedy. He
was short for his age, and thin; he was also clever, responsive, and sensitive. He had an
expressive, mobile face, with pale skin, thin nose, and eyes indeterminately shading between
gray and light blue, “a sort of green hazel grey.” Later, his myopic eyes frequently were remarked
on as mysterious, ever-changing, and powerfully intense. His nasal voice was not especially
attractive, with a characteristic family slurring of speech, a tendency to talk very quickly, and the
high alto of childhood when singing.The family was musical. His mother loved dancing. His sister
Fanny had talent, soon translated into piano and voice lessons and then specialized training for
a musical career. Charles’s “comic singing gave the sociable John Dickens such delight that he
often hoisted [him] up on a table to entertain the guests … or strolled down into the lower part of
the town with the youngster to show him off there.” No doubt these songs, Dickens recalled,
“were warmly applauded by all, and justly so, for they were admirably sung.” But he later
remarked that he “must have been a horrible little nuisance to many unoffending grown-up
people who were called upon to admire” him. His father pulled the strings. He “never recalled
[these performances] that his own shrill little voice of childhood did not again tingle in his
ears.”14 From early on, he developed a performance personality, encouraged to believe that
applause was approval.The theatre was his model. In a culture unable to transmit voice or image
except through print and illustrations, the living stage flourished. In the city and in the country,
from serious drama and opera to comedy, spectacle, and musical, in established theatres and in
temporary outdoor sites frequented by traveling companies, the theatre was a magical
presence, a precious alternate world. The excitement of the stage and of the histrionic, of an
exaggerated bright spectacle that heightened life, caught his imagination from an early age. The
first theatre performance he saw seems to have been a pantomime, of the sort he described
when he edited for publication the memoirs of Joseph Grimaldi, the best-known clown of his
childhood. “The delights—the ten thousand million delights of a pantomime … [to] which a long
row of small boys, with frills as white as they could be washed, and hands as clean as they
would come, were taken to behold the glories … What mattered it that the stage was three yards
wide, and four deep? We never saw it. We had no eyes, ears or corporeal sense, but for the
pantomime.” His dazzled eyes were wide open when he saw Grimaldi perform in London during
the 1819–20 holiday season. In response to “the humour of Joe,” he clapped his “hands with
great precocity.”15There was also theatre at home, both in the household and in the Theatre
Royal in Rochester. Charles brought his friends into the living room for impromptu performances
of charades, pantomimes, comedies, melodramas, magic-lantern shows. Actor, director,
producer, even script writer, he could conceive of and control the entire world of performance,
the clever child glowing with the satisfaction of being center stage. In the autumn of 1821, he
wrote a tragedy called Misnar, the Sultan of India, a brief adaptation of one of James Ridley’s



pseudo-oriental Tales of the Genii (1794), and enjoyed the notoriety his authorship produced in
his childish circle. A new friend, James Lamert, the son of Aunt Fanny’s suitor, Dr. Matthew
Lamert, stimulated his imagination by organizing and directing sophisticated amateur
theatricals. He also took him to the Theatre Royal, on whose stage the tragedian Edmund Kean
and the comedian Charles Mathews performed. He saw his first professional performances of
serious drama. Shakespeare’s Richard III and the witches in Macbeth made his heart “leap with
terror.” Goldsmith’s depiction of “the funny countryman … of noble principles,” who would
“crunch up his little hat and throw it on the ground, and pull off his coat, saying ‘Dom thee,
squire, coom on with thy fistes then,’” brought tears of laughter to his eyes.16 Shakespeare and
Goldsmith became the charged poles of his imagination. They were to be the two favorite
authors of his maturity.BUT NEITHER THE GLITTER OF THE THEATRE NOR THE
BENEFICENCE. of Kent could disguise the fact that he was also nightmare’s child. Some of his
fears were those widely shared by all children. He felt the unavoidable youthful anxieties,
particularly about his separation from his mother. He felt the burden created by his father’s
expectations. As an adult, remembering his childhood, he recognized that, whatever the
widespread pattern, he had been the victim of what he humorously but seriously called frequent
acts of “boyslaughter.” Some of them were benign. They came from the hateful changes that
time works on everyone, including the demolishment of his boyhood landmarks. When he
returned to Rochester in middle age, he remarked that the owner of the new coach business had
done him an injury by tearing down the familiar building and substituting new buildings and a
different name. Like many others, he had “committed an act of boyslaughter, in running over my
childhood in this rough manner.”17The fragility of life struck him with a particularity that
expressed itself in singular images. He was taken by Mary Weller through the streets of
Rochester to lyings-in, so many that he wondered afterward if he hadn’t escaped his true
profession of midwife. As often as not, the infants died. He accompanied Mary to the receptions
for the mothers of the dead children. In one instance, a multiple birth had produced four or five
dead infants, who were laid out “side by side, on a clean cloth on a chest of drawers,” which
reminded him “of pigs’ feet as they are usually displayed at a neat tripe-shop.”18 As the
increasingly reluctant father of ten children, he did not escape, as he later joked painfully, many
lying-in scenes of his own, separate from his novels. He heard the voices and moans of women
in labor, the wails of newborn children. His novels memorialize the dying of children, the deaths
of brothers, like the first Alfred, and sisters, and the rows of small tombstones that dominate
Pip’s early childhood, and the imaginative transmutation of those dead infants into food laid out
in the butcher’s window. Many of his most potent descriptions of death and dying associate the
bodies of the dead with food for the living. As an adult, he frequently expressed his feeling that
he had become the sole source of food for an impossibly large family. From childhood on, he
became obsessed with cannibalism, with images and scenes of human beings ingesting other
human beings, of people being transformed into food, and also with the act of eating, both as
festival and as Thyestes’ feast. When he projected the pattern onto the world at large, it became



a key to his understanding of relationships between people and an image of society’s
exploitativeness.His need as a child to protect himself against diminishment, even annihilation,
had its special points of location and expression. Reading was a way to augment the self with a
private protective treasure. Writing became a way to increase the self. Probably he heard family
discussions, if not arguments, about money. Early acquainted with its value, he had little or none
in his pocket. What he had, he protected. When a subscription was being raised for the mother
of the dead infants, he was frightened that the little bit of pocket money he had might be
pressured out of him. When he “was earnestly exhorted to contribute,” he “resolutely declined:
therein disgusting the company, who gave me to understand that I must dismiss all expectations
of going to Heaven.”19 At an early age he began to learn to say no, to exert his will to protect
himself. The likelihood, though, of not going to a literal heaven had little terror for him. His family
was not religious. Neither ritual nor theology had a place in its daily activities, except insofar as
the public calendar mandated for people of such easygoing Anglicanism occasional attendance
at church and the celebration of holidays. From an early age, hell was a place of the mind, an
inner world of tensions, anxieties, and nightmares, the more terrifying because it could not be
controlled.For the demons of the mind to emerge aggressively, all one had to do was put one’s
head down on the pillow. “Are not the sane and the insane equal at night as the sane lie a
dreaming? Are not all of us outside” the madhouse “who dream more or less in the condition of
those inside it, every night of our lives?” Fascinated by dreams, he later located the primal force
of life in unconscious and semiconscious states, for dreams are “the insanity of each day’s
sanity,” significant and frightening in what they reveal about our true selves. He made the voyage
into dreams, folk tales, horror stories, unwillingly but inescapably. They did much to determine
the phantasmagoric and nightmarish tone of his own stories and novels. Like the tale of Captain
Murderer, which Mercy apparently told him frequently, many of the stories of his childhood and
his own later fiction were stories of cannibalism, of the self being dissected, devoured, served
for someone else’s sustenance, of the nightmare destiny of both the devoured and the
devouring. They were Faustian stories, such as the one, which he later wrote out in detail, in
which a shipbuilder named Chips makes a compact with the devil in the form of a rat. No matter
how hard he tries to escape, the rat sticks to him “like pitch.” The devil-rat multiplies into many
rats on shipboard, gleefully exclaiming, though only the privileged Chips, who has special
powers of understanding and language, can understand them, “we’ll drown the crew, and we’ll
eat them too!… And what the rats—being water-rats—left of Chips, at last floated to shore, and
sitting on him was an immense over-grown rat, laughing.…” Boyslaughter and laughter were part
of the same voyage.20SOME OF THE LAUGHTER IN THE HOUSEHOLD BEGAN TO BE
MUTED BY family misfortunes. They were of the most hauntingly pernicious kind for people
aspiring to retain their lower-middle-class gentility. John Dickens could not maintain his style of
living without small loans, most of them from tradespeople in the currency of goods and
services, to be paid for in part or in full at the next payday. That he was paid quarterly made the
pattern of small borrowings seem sensible. He began to find himself with more debts and



anticipated expenses than cash. He borrowed money from his mother, to be deducted from what
would be his share of her small estate. It was painful to him to confirm her opinion that he was
irresponsible, “that lazy fellow John … against whose idleness and general incapacity she was
never tired of inveighing.” In the summer of 1819, he borrowed two hundred pounds in a
business arrangement to be repaid at 26 pounds a year for the rest of his life. He did not keep up
the payments. His brother-in-law Thomas Barrow, who had countersigned the loan, was forced
to retire it in full in 1821. Dickens never repaid him. His friend on Ordnance Terrace, Richard
Newnham, also lent him money, which some years later he generously forgave.21
Tradespeople, though, could not afford to be forgiving. Their knocking at the door trying to
collect small debts frayed the family’s nerves and threatened their sense of self-worth.The happy
occasion of Mary Allen’s marriage to Matthew Lamert in December 1821 had the inconvenient
consequence of depriving them of her regular contribution to the family budget. The Lamerts
moved to Ireland, though young James Lamert, Matthew’s son by a previous marriage, stayed
behind, living with the Dickens family temporarily. In March 1822, Alfred Lamert Dickens was
born, the sixth child of the household.Meanwhile, Charles’s attendance at Giles’s school fed his
aspirations toward gentility. The curriculum emphasized penmanship, elocution, vocabulary,
arithmetic, history, geography, and Latin. He won a prize for a recitation. His white beaver hat
became a symbol of his sense of his own worth. It represented his need for praise, his hope for
distinction, his sense that Gad’s Hill Place and what it represented could be his one day.
Fortunately, the family’s financial discomfort did not impinge upon his school attendance.In June
1822, unexpectedly, John Dickens was transferred back to London. The ten-year-old Charles
must have heard the laughter of the devil-rat. The family was on the move again, with the loss of
“outport” pay, with the difficulty of finding housing, and under the strain of unpaid bills and almost
no cash. Chatham and Rochester had been a comfortable home, the place he most identified
with, the center of his personal security in a world that had become constructively stabilized. The
cathedral had been like a pillar anchoring his world. What was happening was threateningly
destabilizing. Where would they live? What school would he go to? Would he have friends,
people to care for him, to nurture his sensibility and his aspirations? Despite his terror, he had to
imagine that he would. He could not have anticipated that the reality would be even more
damaging than he feared.CHAPTER TWOThe Hero of My Own Life(1822–
1834)PREPARATIONS TO LEAVE WERE SOON UNDER WAY, THE FAMILY’S possessions
packed and shipped to London by boat. Unexpectedly, at the last moment, a special
arrangement was made for Charles. He would not go to London with the family. Staying with
William Giles, he would attend school in Chatham for another quarter. Given a temporary
reprieve, he had one last summer in Kent. Three months later, his teacher gave him a book of
essays by Goldsmith as a going-away present. On a dismal day in September 1822 he was
packed “like game,” amid the odorous damp straw, into the Rochester-to-London coach, and
forwarded to Cheapside. “There was no other inside passenger, and I consumed my
sandwiches in solitude and dreariness, and it rained hard all the way, and I thought life sloppier



than I had expected to find it.”1Delivered to his parents’ new home at 16 Bayham Street,
Camden Town, he found casual disorder, the chaos of domestic and financial confusion. His
salary insufficient to pay current expenses and previous obligations, John Dickens struggled to
pay an outstanding “bond” with the only recourses available to him, the pursuit of new loans and
the curtailment of current expenses. Both created the tensions of humiliation and deprivation.
Probably the parents were less vulnerable than Fanny and Charles, who were old enough to feel
the anxiety and observe the daily insults but not old enough to have any sense of control over
their own lives. John Dickens may have been sure that “something would turn up.”2 But the effort
to deal with retrenchment, avoid creditors, and find new sources of money drained the family’s
emotional resources.That fall and winter of 1822–23 contrasted bleakly with his previous years
in Kent. “Solitude and dreariness” were the initial qualities of the London life to which the coach
from Chatham had brought him. He had hoped that at least his new life would be no worse than
what had been before, but he quickly discovered that his comforting assumptions were
unwarranted. He was caught in the trap of his parents’ preoccupation with survival. Benign
neglect soon became pernicious irresponsibility. He had expected to be enrolled in school, even
if the particulars of his future were somewhat vague. Whatever the details, he had already
imagined himself a man with a profession, enjoying success. He would be a gentleman by talent
and achievement. Such was the implied promise of his father’s expectations, and of the praise
that he had received from family, friends, and teachers. As the months passed, though, he was
not enrolled in school. Left mainly to drift, he did minor chores in and outside the house,
polishing his father’s boots, going on odd errands, looking after his younger sisters and
brothers.Fortunately, there was relief from boredom and failure, especially since his parents
desired to maintain as normal a family life as possible and their stubborn emotional resilience
helped them to survive their continuing embarrassments. Both had a reckless kind of
mercuriality, an ability to turn quickly from tears to laughter. Unlike their son, they could
compartmentalize misfortune. One of Charles’s pleasanter memories of this time was a toy
theatre that James Lamert, still living with them, made for him. But that preferable alternative
world could be sustained only in the imagination. Another helpful diversion was visits to
Christopher Huffam, his godfather, at Church Row, Limehouse, on the Thames, and to Thomas
Barrow, his uncle, who lived on Gerrard Street, Soho. Just as the toy theatre provided continuity
with his childhood theatrical obsession, the visits to Huffam affirmed his powers as a performer
and his visits to Barrow his view of himself as a serious reader and potential author. The Huffam
family had been in the ship-rigging business for two generations. Huffam and John Dickens had
become friends, probably through the navy and marine connection. Encouraging Charles’s song-
and-dance performances, Huffam pronounced the boy a prodigy. Thomas Barrow, Elizabeth’s
brother and John Dickens’ colleague, indirectly provided him with books. Having recently had a
leg amputated, the result of a serious break years before, he lived over a bookshop whose
widowed owner, Mrs. Manson, took a maternal fancy to Charles. She regularly lent him books,
Jane Porter’s Scottish Chiefs, Hans Holbein’s Dance of Death, George Coleman’s comic



descriptions of London scenes, Broad Grins. 3The visits became excursions into the wider world
of London experience. Though excluded from the advantages of formal education, he
discovered that the streets had their texts and lessons. A comic description of Covent Garden in
Broad Grins intrigued him sufficiently to tempt him to “steal down to the market by himself to
compare it with the book.” The smell of rotting cabbage leaves became fixed in his memory. The
stateliness of St. Paul’s, the squalor of Seven Dials, these first restless days in London began his
observation and absorption of the multiplicity of the city, the mediation that language provides
between the individual and the fullness of the world. Even at this early age, he began to develop
his sense of himself as the eye that observes, records, and evaluates. Some years and many
walks later, he found the words that his eyes anticipated in Covent Garden and Seven Dials. He
saw “dirty men, filthy women, squalid children, fluttering shuttlecocks, noisy battledores, reeking
pipes, bad fruit, more than doubtful oysters, attenuated cats, depressed dogs, and anatomical
fowls.” St. Paul’s, as for other literary Londoners, took on a special emotional significance. It
seemed to tower above and dwarf the child and the man. But his interest, from the beginning,
was more in the rotting cabbage leaves than in the monumental structures. Some of what he
observed, he had an impulse to describe. Influenced by his teething on eighteenth-century
essays and fiction, he thought in terms of the character sketch, the memorability of distinctive
people. He wrote one sketch describing his uncle’s barber in Soho, another describing a deaf
old woman servant at Bayham Street.4 Though he thought them clever and admired them
himself, he showed them to no one.WHATEVER TALENT HE HAD, IT WAS OF NO PRACTICAL
USE TO HIS distracted parents. They were of little use to him. At his age, and in these
circumstances, to be intelligent, sensitive, articulate, and attracted to literature was as much a
burden as a blessing. What could he do, as eight months went by and no provision was made for
him other than to continue, by default, his desultory life? What he most wanted was direction,
involvement, and attention. Restless, he was filled with undirected energy. Convivial and friendly
by strategy as well as by nature, he needed companionship of the sort that his siblings and his
parents did not provide. Even when the temper of the household was amiable, it did not speak
directly to his needs. The digressions of the toy theatre, of visits to his uncle and his godfather, of
reading and of street scenes, were unsatisfying without a focus from which they could be
diversions.Suddenly his sister Fanny, who had shown talent as a pianist and vocalist, was given
an unusual educational opportunity. That she was two years older and her musical ability had
professional potential, whereas his did not, may have influenced their parents to make use of the
good offices of Thomas Barrow’s neighbor, “the eminment pianoforte maker, Thomas Tomkison,”
to nominate her to be a student at the newly founded Royal Academy of Music in Hanover
Square. The total fee, including living costs, amounted to thirty-eight guineas. In light of the £350
a year John Dickens earned, it was a modest expense—if there had been no debts. In April
1823, she passed her entrance examination and began her professional training, studying under
a fine faculty, including Ignaz Moscheles, who had been a friend and student of Beethoven’s.5
Whatever Charles’s feelings then, whatever his love for his sister, his situation soon took a grim,



pervasively damaging turn that keenly attacked his sense of his own worth and stirred feelings of
sibling resentment.The cultural situation was one in which his parents were victims also. Neither
of them had the resources or discipline to plan for prosperity. Each had developed a psychology
of entitlement. John had acquired the manners and habits of minor affluence, of a gentleman
with an income. Elizabeth snobbishly assumed her social superiority, accepting her comfortable
view of herself as a young woman of beauty and high culture. Neither was especially intelligent
or hardworking. Without religious or vocational vision, neither had an anchor for their values
outside the limitations of their personalities. Insufficiently afraid of ill fortune, they were
sufficiently easygoing to be able to live with debt and muddle. They needed capital to invest in
themselves and their children. They needed the profits of capital to purchase the pleasures of
life. Without self-denial or enterprise, John Dickens’ employment as a pay clerk could not supply
any excess capital at all. In March 1820, he had attempted to supplement his income by
publishing a report of a major local fire in the Times, probably through Elizabeth’s brother, John
Henry Barrow, a reporter on the newspaper.6 But whatever he was paid, his extravagant
donation of two guineas to the survivors of the fire was more than he could afford. Unable to
increase his income or decrease his expenditures, he borrowed regularly in a society in which
capital was scarce.When the costs of Fanny’s education were added, what had been serious
financial difficulty reached the threshold of crisis. Tradespeople began to decline any further
credit. So John Dickens delayed paying his first quarter’s householder tax. The authorities
issued a summons. He did the same for the next quarter’s, and did not pay local maintenance
rates.7 Soon the family’s penchant for the wastefully unrealistic expenditure asserted itself.
Elizabeth Dickens determined that she would open a school to be called “MRS DICKENS’S
ESTABLISHMENT.” Christopher Huffam, she imagined, had East Indian connections that would
provide her with pupils. Advertisements would bring others. John Dickens, having failed to
provide alternatives, and perhaps taken with the idea, was in no position to oppose the plan.
Elizabeth either did not seek or did not take advice. A large, expensive, newly built house on
Gower Street North was rented for the family, the students, and the school. Charles was sent
around the neighborhood to distribute advertisements. On the day after Christmas 1823, they
moved into the new house. Elizabeth Dickens did not get the opportunity to demonstrate that
she was unsuited to fulfill her professional aspirations. Not one student enrolled.Without capital,
the family had only its labor to offer. John Dickens was fully engaged at the pay office. Elizabeth
had tried and failed. Alfred, at two, Frederick, at four, and Letitia, at eight, were too young to help.
At almost twelve, Charles was employable in a society in which child labor provided an
opportunity for additional income for hard-pressed families and capital advantage for eager
employers. Children were cheaper to use than the few machines available in industries in which
repetitive tasks needed to be performed. The same James Lamert who had made him the toy
theatre now became the agent of his imprisonment. Thinking to help the family, he offered
employment for the boy in a shoe-polish factory and warehouse that he managed and his cousin
George Lamert owned. Certainly, given the family situation, some other employment would have



been found for Charles if Lamert had not made the offer. The salary was six shillings a week. His
parents accepted on their son’s behalf. Soon after his twelfth birthday, probably by mid-February,
1824, he began the daily grind at Warren’s Blacking, 30 Hungerford Stairs, the Strand.8What
was a future scholar and gentleman doing in a dingy factory repetitively pasting labels onto pots
of black shoe polish? He should have been at school, he believed, like his sister, neatly and
appropriately dressed, with the opportunity for suitable companionship instead of in this “crazy,
tumble-down old house … on the river … literally overrun with rats.” Sitting at a table, in a recess
on the first floor overlooking the coal-barges, he spent his days covering “pots of paste-blacking,
first with a piece of oil-paper, and then with a piece of blue paper,” then tying them with a string,
clipping the paper edges, and pasting on a label. At first, James Lamert spent the hour from
noon to one teaching him “something,” and at first he was kept apart from the other boys doing
similar work downstairs, one of whom, Bob Fagin, showed him the trick of using the string and
tying the knot. Soon the noontime lessons stopped. Then he was moved downstairs. His
companions were lower class and ignorant. Though they provided fellowship, he felt keenly the
humiliation, the humbling of middle-class self-identity and self-worth. He was also personally
wounded. His snobbish facade became a cover for “the secret agony of [his] soul” as he felt his
“early hopes of growing up to be a learned and distinguished man, crushed in [his]
breast.”9Suddenly his father’s fragile house of debt collapsed. Arrested on February 20, 1824,
for failure to pay 40 pounds to his neighborhood baker, a large amount to owe unless the sum
involved cash loans, three days later he was moved from a temporary jail to the Marshalsea
prison on the south side of the Thames.10 Fortunately, the navy continued to pay his salary,
probably a local decision prompted by sympathetic awareness of the family’s situation. Most
likely his colleagues at Somerset House knew about his imprisonment, even if his absence from
work was justified officially as sick or personal leave. His salary went to keep creditors at bay
and to pay the necessary expenses for the family at Gower Street and his own in prison. Appeals
to friends and relations to discharge the forty-pound debt were not successful. If he appealed to
his mother, she also declined. His legacy would have to await her death. Many of the family
possessions, including the small library, were pawned or sold. Only one solution was available.
John Dickens decided to declare himself an “insolvent debtor,” even at the cost of submitting his
family to the humiliation of the Insolvent Debtor’s Act’s provision that the possessions of the
family not be valued at more than twenty pounds. Initiated in early March, the slow legal
proceeding followed its deliberate calendar. The family’s possessions, even the clothes Charles
wore to work, were assessed. John Dickens was released from prison “per Insolvency Act” on
May 28, 1824.A month before his release his mother died. Her youngest son could not attend
the funeral. None of the £450 left to him would be available until the will had gone through
probate, a lengthy procedure. As welcome as the money would be, it could not help in his
present situation. Stressing that she had already lent him money years before, his mother made
painfully clear in the will how low had been her opinion of him. She had so little confidence in him
that she had stipulated that in the event of the death of her eldest son, her sole executor, his wife



rather than her youngest son was to succeed him. On the same day that John was released from
prison, his brother William was sworn as his mother’s executor. The will was proved on June 4,
1824. Part of the legacy, available in the autumn, was used to pay outstanding debts and current
expenses, particularly desirable since, under the terms of the Insolvency Act, his salary could be
and was partly attached by his creditors. The legacy was not used, though, to pay Fanny’s
outstanding bills from the Royal Academy, which threatened to expel her for nonpayment. Her
father sent them an IOU with his promise to redeem it, “for a circumstance of great moment to
me will be decided in the ensuing term which I confidently hope will place me in comparative
affluence, and by which I shall be enabled to redeem the order before the period of Christmas
day.”11Whether or not he could continue in his position at the navy pay office had become a
pressing concern as soon as he was imprisoned. If he stayed in jail, he was sure to be
discharged. If he gained his release by claiming insolvency, his employer might consider him
compromised beyond forgiveness and deny him his pension. A minor urinary problem that had
made desk work and regular hours uncomfortable suddenly appeared to him in a new light.
What if his kidney difficulties could serve as a means to resolve his dilemma? Disguising the fact
of his imprisonment, he wrote to the Treasurer of the Navy, two weeks after being jailed,
requesting early retirement. He enclosed a medical certificate, signed by a surgeon, stating that
his “infirmity of body, arising from a chronic infection of the Urinary Organs, incapacitated [him]
from attending to any possible duty.” His request was forwarded to a higher administrative level
with a recommendation for approval that stated he had discharged his duty satisfactorily for over
nineteen years and the navy would stand to gain financially. His pension would be half his salary,
£145 per year. His replacement would cost only £90. The procedure was a slow one. The
application lapsed and was renewed. In the meantime, he returned to work at Somerset House.
The admiralty, though, raised questions about whether the retirement was requested because of
medical reasons or because of his taking the Insolvent Debtor’s Act. Would granting the request
set a precedent? William Huskisson, who had approved the petition, humanely responded in
December that “I am equally unwilling that he should remain in office, or be entirely dismissed
without provision, for he can plead a service of nearly 20 Years, and a Wife & Family of 6
children totally dependent on his Income for life.… I shall immediately make a regulation … that
hereafter Clerks attempting to take the benefit of the Insolvent Act shall be discharged from their
situation.” On March 9, 1825, his retirement became official. At the age of forty, John Dickens
was unemployed.12While his father was in prison, Charles had been earning his own living,
trudging each day through much of February and March the five miles from Gower Street to the
Strand and back. Unready to be an adult, he was forced into trying to think and perform like one.
Bewildered at being deprived of his father, he did errands and carried messages. In the
Marshalsea, father and son cried together in a frightening reversal of roles. Since John Dickens
could not leave the prison, his family, as was not unusual, came to stay with him at a
considerable savings after selling the possessions at the Gower Street house. His mother,
Letitia, Frederick, and Alfred moved into the Marshalsea, keeping one servant, who was lodged



nearby. Fanny remained at the Royal Academy. Charles was sent to lodge on Little College
Street in Camden Town with an old friend of the family, Mrs. Elizabeth Roylance, with whom his
maternal grandfather had lodged temporarily years ago before fleeing to the Continent. Perhaps
his father paid Mrs. Roylance for Charles’s share of the room he occupied with two other
children. He never knew. He knew only that he had to make his six shillings cover all other
expenses for the week. On Sundays, he and Fanny visited the family. From “Monday morning
until Saturday night” the twelve-year-old boy had “no advice, no counsel, no encouragement, no
support, from any one.…” Deeply lonely, he eventually persuaded his father to allow him to move
to lodgings close to the prison, on Lant Street, in a run-down neighborhood.13 He then spent
many evenings in the Marshalsea. Intensely curious about the prisoners and prison life, keenly
observant of its social structure, he encouraged his garrulous father to tell stories about it. As
soon as he had been imprisoned, John Dickens had begun to impose his fantasies on his
surroundings, to distinguish himself from his fellow prisoners by assumptions of
superiority.Constantly underfed, Charles sniffed hungrily at the food in the London stores and
streets. He played mental games about whether to buy one type of pudding or another or to buy
attractive food now and have no money later or to buy attractive food later and have no food
now, or to act like a grown-up and plan sensibly. Occasionally he regaled himself with a culinary
treat, like coffee and bread and butter in a coffee room, where the letters read backward
impressed themselves on his memory as a searing reminder of his loneliness and degradation.
He could not buy parental attention and the security of a home. His schoolboy’s few clothes
became increasingly shabby and he detested the difficult-to-remove and defiling polish that
grimed his hands and fingernails. As an adult, he would be obsessive about cleanliness. He
would also be fetishistic about his clothes, from the dandy splendor of his twenties and thirties to
the elegant seriousness of his later dress. At twelve he was still short and noticeably slight in
build and he sometimes experienced attacks of severe pain in his left side. During one severe
spasm, his fellow workers compassionately attended to him. Still, he had the sense of being
frighteningly alone. Through much of his life, at times of emotional stress, the attacks would
return.Unexpectedly, his father’s liberation from the Marshalsea in late May 1824 made matters
worse. First, they all temporarily lodged with the sympathetic Elizabeth Roylance. Then, in June,
they moved to 29 Johnson Street, a shabby neighborhood between Somers Town and Camden
Town. There was a touch of euphoria in the air. Not only was prison behind. There was also the
expectation of the legacy as soon as John’s mother’s will was probated. Charles could not help
but be confused by the gap between his daily drudgery at Warren’s and the new financial
optimism, and there was no mention of his being freed from servitude. Whereas everyone else
had been liberated, he was still imprisoned. John Dickens resumed his London life, with its
companionability and bonhomie. Charles kept pasting labels on pots. When the factory moved
from Hungerford Stairs to Chandos Street, in Covent Garden, he was placed, with the other
boys, in a window alcove through which passersby could observe their dexterity. One day, his
father came to Warren’s with a friend, Charles Wentworth Dilke, on business or amusement that



had nothing to do with his son. Dilke saw the boy at work and gave him “a gift of a half-crown,” for
which he received “a very low bow.” At the end of June, they all went to applaud Fanny receiving
a silver medal for good conduct and a second for piano from the hands of the Princess Augusta
before a fashionable audience at the Royal Academy. It was the stuff of which family dreams
were made. The tears ran down Charles’s face. He may not have wished that his sister was in
the blacking factory, but he certainly wished that he was on that stage receiving prizes. He could
not bear to think of himself “beyond the reach of all such honourable emulation and success … I
felt as if my heart were rent. I prayed, when I went to bed that night, to be lifted out of the
humiliation and neglect in which I was. I never had suffered so much before.”14Charles’s
deliverance from the blacking factory was unpredictable and bewildering. For reasons he never
learned, his father quarreled with James Lamert. Perhaps his pride had been offended by his
son working in the window to full public gaze. John Dickens seemed more concerned about
himself than his son, and his anger, the substance of which was communicated in a letter that
Charles was forced to deliver, conveniently expressed itself only after his release from prison
and his awareness of the coming legacy. With characteristic self-indulgence, he could not have
been thinking of his son’s situation when he made him the bearer of his letter to Lamert, since it
was predictable that Charles would feel the force of Lamert’s anger even if it was not directed at
him. Lamert told him that “he was very much insulted about me; and that it was impossible to
keep me after that. I cried very much, partly because in his anger he was violent about my father,
though gentle to me.” He felt the anger directed against his father as if it were directed against
himself. Depressed, “with a relief so strange that it was like oppression,” he went home. But the
atmosphere there was hardly one in which he could recover or find the security and love he had
been craving. “My mother set herself to accommodate the quarrel, and did so next day. She
brought home a request for me to return next morning.… My father said I should go back no
more, and should go to school.”15 Achieved at great cost, it was a redemption that his mother
opposed. But it must have been additionally painful to him that his liberation resulted from his
father triumphing over his mother in a conflict in which he could feel that he was both only a
pawn and at the same time the cause of such a bitter quarrel.For a long time he had taken his
father as his model, having identified closely with him from early childhood. But he had been in
the process of separating from his mother since infancy. Regardless of its cause, Charles began
to develop the sense at an early age that he hardly had a mother. Now that separation took a
dramatic and overdetermined leap forward into anger at himself for being so badly treated and
into increased feelings of worthlessness because his mother could treat him that way.
Fortunately, he was able, in time, to turn his anger away from himself and toward her. “I do not
write resentfully or angrily,” he claimed over twenty years later, “for I know how all these things
have worked together to make me what I am: but I never afterwards forgot, I never shall forget, I
never can forget, that my mother was warm for my being sent back.”16 His anger was the
necessary, liberating culmination of that stage of the relationship. But it was a stage that his
feelings and his imagination remained in close touch with throughout his life. He created many



variations on this experience in his fiction, dividing his pain into the two women of his fantasy life,
the oppressive, witchlike, or carelessly self-indulgent mother he felt he had, and the idealized,
loving antimother of wish fulfillment.THE NEXT TWO AND A HALF YEARS WERE THE CALM
AFTER THE emotional firestorm. Typically, John Dickens sent his son to inquire about the cost
of becoming a day student at a local school, Wellington House Academy. Apparently no effort
was made to determine what might be the best school for him. This one was there; it had turned
up, so to speak. The pretentious name may have appealed to his father. Sometime in the
summer or fall of 1824, he was introduced to the tyrannical headmaster, William Jones, to the
flute-playing lame head usher, who was responsible for most of the teaching, and to the Latin
master.17 Each day he walked from Johnson Street to Hampstead Road, just below Mornington
Crescent, delighted to be at school again, delighted to be a boy again. In emotional intensity, the
years at crowded Wellington House Academy were like days; the months he had spent at
Warren’s Blacking were like years.The school provided the usual assortment of subjects and
personalities. The headmaster specialized in corporal punishment, a minor sadist of the rod and
cane. The Latin master seemed burned out by years of drilling declensions into the minds of
indifferent students. The dancing master was fat, the French master brisk. Aspects of these
teachers appear in various dismembered and composite ways in his fiction, in the vicious
Squeers of Nicholas Nickleby, the fuming Creakle, the gentle Mell, and the absent-minded Dr.
Strong of David Copperfield, the murderous M’Choakumchild of Hard Times, and the
explosively repressed Bradley Headstone of Our Mutual Friend. Teaching was not a profession
that he especially admired. Frequently he depicts teachers as self-serving instruments of false
values and a repressive society. After railroad construction had destroyed Wellington House
Academy, he remarked that the world had “little reason to be proud of Our School.” His years
there, though, seem to have left few scars. Despite Jones’s sadism, perhaps an early
contribution to the boast of Pip’s sister in Great Expectations that she had brought him up “by
hand,” the experience was a benign one, partly because he was there by choice, partly because
some of his needs were being well served. Studying Virgil, he added to the Latin he had learned
in Chatham, winning a prize for Latin proficiency and the good humor of his classmates for his
punning.’18 He had practice in composition, penmanship, history, arithmetic, geography, French.
The most important subject, though, was money. “A profound respect for money pervaded Our
School, which was, of course, derived from its Chief.” The school was a business, its values
materialistic.The controlled rough-and-tumble of street and schoolroom provided his most
sustained pleasures. He seized the opportunity to have the ordinary experiences of his age and
situation. The boredom of bad teaching, the low level of intellectual challenge, the threat of
physical punishment, were infinitely preferable to the blacking factory. And they were easily
outweighed by the opportunity to observe and learn, by the high spirits of games and hobbies,
by the delight of having sympathetic classmates. For the first time in years he had friends of his
own age. They lent one another books, traded valuables and favors, played street games. They
created a scrap-paper Our Newspaper, lending it to read on payment of marbles and pieces of



slate pencil. Some of the boys were exotic and romantic, mysterious pupils from foreign
countries, or older boys who were rumored to be wealthy or vicious or both. Many of them had
pets, particularly white mice and canaries, kept in their desks and pockets. Elaborate houses
were built for the mice, early lessons in Victorian engineering. “One white mouse, living in the
cover of a Latin dictionary,” was trained to run up ladders, draw Roman chariots, shoulder
muskets, turn wheels, and even make “a very creditable appearance on the stage as the Dog of
Montargis.” Later, he “fell into a deep inkstand, and was dyed black and drowned.” At least once
he entertained his friends at home, singing “The Cat’s Meat Man,” a comic song that for years
had been a staple part of his repertoire. He wrote a small tragedy in blank verse based on the
association of one of the mysterious students with “the sea, and with storms, and sharks, and
Coral Reefs,” and he participated in school theatricals, performances of lifelong favorites such as
the melodramatic Miller and His Men.19Though the theatre provided a stage for his dreams and
hopes, he still had to return each day to the muddle of his father’s world. The time at Wellington
House Academy provided rest and renewal, the replenishment of his diminished emotional
resources, the possibility that he could once again feel in control of his life. Against this as
counterpoint was his family’s continuing financial instability. As an insolvent debtor, his father
was subject to the law’s provisions, administered by the court. Though he could no longer be
held in lieu of payment, his pension and other possessions could. His friend Richard Newnham,
who had been appointed trustee to deal with creditors, refused to act. In October 1825, a new
trustee was appointed. Some of the creditors gradually received satisfaction. Pursued by debts,
evicted for nonpayment of rent, the family moved between 1825 and 1831 to the Polygon, to
Norfolk Street, to George Street, to North End, Hampstead, and then to Belle Vue,
Hampstead.20 The views may have changed but the situation did not. In December 1831, the
court intervened again. John Dickens’ pension was attached to satisfy a creditor. The
“circumstance of great moment” that would place him “in comparative affluence” was an
expression of unchanging personality rather than of realistic expectation. And it was a
personality with which his son had to come to terms. Charles did so by responding to the second
termination of his schooling in a noticeably different way.His mother was the agent of his
expulsion. In early 1827, at a time when the family was feeling the pinch of unpaid bills, including
Fanny’s at the Royal Academy, she met a young solicitor, Edward Blackmore. The junior partner
in the firm of Ellis and Blackmore, at Holborn Court, Gray’s Inn, lodged nearby at the home of her
aunt, Elizabeth Charlton. Blackmore thought the fifteen-year-old boy “exceedingly good looking
and clever.” She prevailed upon him to take Charles on as a law clerk. Dressed in “a Russian
jacket and a soldierly young cap,” he took his seat in Blackmore’s office probably in May 1827,
perhaps as early as March.21 He left Wellington House without regret. He probably also left with
unpaid bills. He seems not to have resented his mother’s initiative, aware that, among other
things, whatever future he had would not be served by remaining at school. Visions of Oxbridge,
if he had had them, had evaporated into airy fantasy. Boys from Wellington House Academy did
not go there. In fact, his father could not support him anyplace. So he began the process of



showing himself and the world that he could do things in a different and better way than John
Dickens. That his clerkship was in a solicitor’s office was happenstance. But it contributed to an
ambition, sustained for some years, to become a barrister, though not for the purpose of
practicing law.The world of the law extended the world of Wellington House Academy. It was a
more fluid, varied world, though, in which he could move from his clerk’s stool into the streets,
into legal chambers, into the law courts, into administrative offices. It provided colorfully dramatic
variations, with their rules and players, on the serious games that society plays and that
ultimately are society itself. It was a grown-up world in a way that Wellington House was not. He
took his turn with the office tasks, such as keeping the petty-cash book. He ushered people in
and out. He impressed the partners with his eagerness, his amiability, his malleability, his
intelligence. He spent much of his time prowling the halls of various “circumlocution” offices,
delivering documents and messages, running errands for the firm, which specialized in
representing provincial solicitors. “His knowledge of London was wonderful, for he could
describe the position of every shop in any of the West End streets.” An excellent mimic, he
entertained his fellow clerks with imitations of “the low population of the streets of London in all
their varieties” and “the popular singers … whether comic or patriotic.… He could give us
Shakespeare by the ten minutes, and imitate all the leading actors of that time.”22During his
year and a half with Ellis and Blackmore the question of vocation became a problem. In
November 1828, he moved to the firm of Charles Molloy, at 8 New Square, Lincoln’s Inn. His
motive may have been an increase in salary. It may have been some disagreement or
dissatisfaction or restlessness. Perhaps he was attracted by the idea of working in the same
office in which his friend Thomas Mitton was serving his apprenticeship as a solicitor. Mitton and
Dickens had met through their families, who had been neighbors. Born in the same year, they
each had their ways to make in the world. Eager conversationalists, they were youthful allies in a
world in which companionship helped to alleviate some of the anxieties of work, family, and
future. An overweight, lumbering man, unselfconscious about his appearance, Mitton was a
warmly loyal companion. His possessive affection was transformed into the desire to be a helpful
friend. Intelligent, successful, and ultimately noticeably eccentric, he later acted as Dickens’
solicitor. It was the first of many sustained friendships that helped him establish a community of
support and security.23He stayed with Molloy, though, only a few months. The legal tedium
seemed insufferable, “a very little world, and a very dull one.” It was frustratingly slow, if not
creaky, in its rewards. Starting at ten shillings a week, he ended at fifteen or a little more. Though
his salary did meet his small expenses, the law by itself would not bring him, or bring him quickly
enough, to the possession of Gad’s Hill, at least the law as embodied in a clerkship. He
considered alternatives: finding some business opportunity abroad, perhaps in the West Indies,
finding some business opportunity at home, some substantial firm for whom his skills, his
intelligence, and his suitability for the position of manager or heir would be irresistible, studying
for the bar, becoming a reporter, going on the stage. Unfortunately, there was no sound business
opportunity for him anyplace. He decided, though, not to go back to a law office.Since he had



some small savings, and he still lived with his parents on Norfolk Street, Charles did not feel
pressured to find new employment right away. In February 1830, immediately after his
eighteenth birthday, he obtained an admission ticket to the British Museum, where he became a
regular for the next year. He was still as avid a reader as he had been when Mary Weller
observed him concentrating on his books as a child in Chatham. He now devoted himself for
some time “to the acquirement of such general literature as I could pick up in the Library of the
British Museum,” reading widely from Shakespeare to Goldsmith to Holbein to Lights and
Shadows of Scottish Life.24The important aim was not to be like his father. The obvious way of
doing that was to avoid debt, to transform his labor into capital, to earn adequate money through
initiative, assiduousness, and achievement. In 1829, the bar seemed a possibility. After he left
Molloy, he kept open that alternative until the early 1850s, in the event that being a barrister
would make it more likely that he would be appointed to a civil-service position. Another
attractive profession, with less status but with fewer qualifying hurdles, was journalism. It had
become his father’s. As with everything John Dickens did, he practiced it in a desultory way.
Beginning in late 1825, with only his half-salary pension, he had looked to put to profit his writing
skills, his sociability, and his contacts. In 1828, his brother-in-law, a shorthand writer and
successful reporter who had helped him before and who was the founder and editor of the Mirror
of Parliament, employed him. In the autumn of 1826, John Dickens had written a series of
articles on a controversy about marine insurance, which was published, probably with the help
of Barrow, in the British Press. Charles may have done some legwork for his father and perhaps
contributed small newsworthy items. When the newspaper failed, John Dickens wrote to Lloyd’s,
the company whose interests his articles had supported, stating “that the failure of the
Newspaper had caused him serious pecuniary inconvenience and he trusted [Lloyd’s] would not
permit any effort on behalf of the subscribers to go uncompensated.” Whether or not there had
been a previous arrangement, Lloyd’s sent him a check for £10.10.25Tutored by his uncle,
Charles had no difficulty adding to his reading at the British Museum the challenge of learning
the well-established Gurney system of shorthand writing, “with a view to trying what I could do
as a reporter—not for the Newspapers, but legal authorities—in our Ecclesiastical Courts.”
Having “tamed the savage stenographic mystery,” he soon had regular work as a free-lance
court stenographer. By early 1831, in time to help with the task of recording the first of the
Reform Bill debates, his cooperative uncle elevated his nephew to the staff of the Mirror of
Parliament. Charles began to take his turn in the galleries, often working through the night.
Fortunately, not only did one not need a degree to practice journalism but, as a profession, it had
the flexibility, fluidity, and openness to reward talent and hard work. Grub Street teemed with
talented reporters and editors attracted to the glamour of opinion-making, the hope of political
and literary influence, the attraction of making a living by becoming an articulate part of London
and national life. Being a parliamentary reporter meant stenography more than creativity, but
Charles did not mind. Suddenly, he had more than a job. He had a vocation.26JOURNALISM
WAS NOT A PROFESSION THAT WOULD SERVE HIM WELL in the love affair that began



when he met Maria Beadnell in May 1830. His preoccupation with her over the next four years
“excluded every other idea.”27 With an obsessiveness unprepared for by any other experience,
he fell in love. His notion of an appropriate object reflected his lower-middle-class Anglican
upbringing, his image of feminine sexuality the blond, curly-haired ideal, embodying both the
pure sister and the innocent wife, on the golden wings of whose spirit, education, and social
position he would ascend to bliss. His need was for a woman who, unlike his mother, would
nurture and support him, who would be the good, beautiful, and morally elevated genius of his
aspirations. In the case of Maria, his judgment was significantly off-target. She was too much like
his mother, self-involved and emotionally frivolous. That he fell in love at the age of eighteen,
with a seriousness so deep that he desired to marry, dramatizes the extent of his unfulfilled need
and the emotional poverty of his experiences as a son.There was also a social difference. She
belonged to a class to which he aspired. Two years older than he, she was the daughter of a
moderately prosperous clerk in a banking firm that her uncle managed.28 A class-conscious,
determined woman, Maria’s mother devoted herself to managing her household and the lives of
her daughters. With three marriageable girls, the Beadnells entertained frequently, creating as
favorable a setting as possible for the celebration of their attractions. Well educated for marriage
in the ornamental fashion of the day, Maria, the youngest daughter, like her sisters, enjoyed the
security of being admired and pursued within the rules and values of her parents’ world. Having
just returned from finishing school in Paris, she was introduced to Dickens by Henry Kolle, a
bank clerk of twenty-two who was about to become engaged to her sister Anne. Maria was
blond, petite, and conventionally pretty. His first sight of her “in a sort of raspberry colored dress
… with a little black trimming at the top … captured … his boyish heart” and brought him eagerly
back to the Beadnell home on Lombard Street as often as he was permitted to visit.Quickly
drawn into their circle, he played the role of entertaining suitor, charming both the daughters and
the parents. At parties he sparkled with all the wit and performance he could muster, much of it
in the style of elaborate compliment, gentle irony, and deep sentiment. He wrote strained
acrostics, parodies, and poems in Maria’s album, eager to flatter her.29 He was more desirable,
though, as a friend and a guest than as a member of the family. Despite her claim to the contrary
twenty-five years later, there is no reason to believe that she ever took him seriously. He was an
underaged suitor, with modest employment on the fringes of journalism, one among numbers
with whom she delighted to flirt and from whom she accepted flattery. Her parents did not need
to disapprove. Young women who thought of themselves as witty, well educated, and beautiful,
with the security of a substantial middle-class home, rarely married economically insecure
younger men who were less experienced, less well educated, and socially inferior. Maria
apparently had no sense of her painfully persistent suitor as special as a human being or as a
lover. She was “a blessing too great for us children of clay,” he wrote in a parody of one of his
favorite Goldsmith poems, which he called “The Bill of Fare” and presented to the Beadnells
sometime in the autumn or winter of 1831. He still hoped that his love would be returned.While
she and her friends, with a firm grasp of the social reality, enjoyed the teasing badinage of



flirtation, he was able to imitate the style infrequently. Too serious, too much in love, he created
in his mind fantasies of marriage. Almost immediately confessing himself in love, he wore his
heart on his sleeve. With the humiliation of the blacking warehouse fresh in his emotional
memory, he was at pains to dress as handsomely as possible. His attractiveness, though, did
not prevent his poses and confessions, widely made to friends, family, and intended, from
becoming the subject of mild ridicule. “When I, turned of eighteen,” he later parodied himself,
“went with my Angelica to a City Church on account of a shower … and when I said … ‘Let the
blessed event, Angelica, occur at no alter but this!’… My Angelica consented that it should
occur at no other—which it certainly never did, for it never occurred anywhere.” The Beadnells
were hospitable to the boyish entertainer, not to the serious suitor. Though he got some help
from his sister Fanny, who had become a member of the Beadnell circle, Maria’s parents soon
encouraged both their daughter and her young suitor to limit or stop their communication. His
family criticized his obsessiveness. With the collaboration of Mary Anne Leigh, a gossipy friend,
he sent secret messages. Playing the role of confidante and intermediary, Mary Anne
sometimes pleased herself in the game of hearts, flirting with him to tease Maria and to flatter
her own vanity. He attempted to give Maria presents, to involve her in literary ideas, to make
himself useful. She mostly discouraged him.30As the months went by, his friendship with Kolle
flared. His friendship with Mitton strengthened. Probably through his father, he met Thomas
Beard, a young reporter, five years older than himself. Beginning in 1832, John Dickens and
Beard were colleagues on the staff of the Morning Herald. A generous, enthusiastic young man,
Beard, a talented reporter from a family of brewers in Sussex, provided amiable companionship
on long walks and in evening entertainments at taverns and in theatres. They were soon to be
colleagues, and to begin a lifelong personal and family intimacy. Still living with his own family,
Charles moved with them from one residence to another, ending finally at 18 Bentinck Street,
near Cavendish Square. When his parents were inconveniently located, he rented furnished
lodgings for himself, including rooms on Cecil Street and, in 1831, rooms that he shared briefly
on Buckingham Street.31 He began to work long hours, transcribing debates. Having impressed
his uncle with his intelligence and competence, he was awarded with some managerial and
secretarial responsibilities at the Mirror of Parliament. In November 1831, for the second time,
John Dickens declared himself an insolvent debtor, a kind of painful bad joke played out in the
background of his son’s attempt to rise in the world and win a bride.Charles’s effort to triumph
with Maria persisted for about two years. With the details of his family history obscured by
silence, he behaved as if they had never been poor, let alone debtors. He believed that he could
persuade Maria and her parents, the former with “the simple truth and energy” of his love, the
latter with the claim that he would “raise himself by his own exertions and unceasing assiduity.”
He had little real sense of what a poor match she would be for him. By the spring of 1832, the
end of the painful game was becoming clear to him. His struggle to accept defeat lasted for
another year. At the beginning of February 1833, at a coming-of-age party, which he seems to
have originated and paid for, but for which his mother sent out the invitations, Maria apparently



insulted him, though without being aware how deeply, by telling him that he was a boy. The word
“scorched [his] brain.”32In the months ahead he elaborately justified himself. He accused Maria
of “heartless indifference” and he dramatized his wounded feelings. He also ferociously attacked
Mary Anne Leigh for meddling mischieviously, and he denounced his sister Fanny, whom “no
consideration on earth shall induce me ever to forget or forgive,” because she had not told him of
Mary Anne’s interference and misrepresentation. There was more temporary rhetorical bluster in
his criticism of Fanny than long-lasting anger. He was unable, though, to distinguish between
them. In May, he told Maria that “I have no hopes to express nor wishes to communicate. I am
past the one and must not think of the other.” He was true to his feelings when he too readily
exclaimed that “I have been so long used to inward wretchedness, and real, real misery.” He also
claimed that toward Maria he had “never had and never can have an angry feeling.” Later in May,
aware of the futility of his proposals, “sans pride, sans reserve sans anything but an evident wish
to be reconciled,” he made one final effort to convince her of his worthiness. “I never have loved
and I never can love any human creature living but yourself … and the love I now tender you is
as pure, and as lasting as at any period of our former correspondence.”33 His rhetoric was self-
defining. His intensity was at its highest at the moment when the loss was irrecoverable.
Fortunately, the relationship was at an end. Two years later he had no trouble pledging his love to
someone else.SITTING IN HIS RENTED OFFICE IN THE DULL WORLD OF THE
ECCLESIAStical courts, he wrote in March 1832 to George Bartley, the manager of Covent
Garden Theatre, requesting an audition. He told him how young he was “and exactly what I
thought I could do; and that I believed I had a strong perception of character and oddity, and a
natural power of reproducing in my own person what I observed in others.”34Vocation had
become a problem much on his mind. His uncertain earnings as a free-lance stenographer at
Doctors’ Commons, the ecclesiastical court, and his lowly status in the hierarchy of journalism
neither helped him with Maria nor fulfilled his own ambition. Since childhood he had been
fascinated by theatrical performance, the brilliance of Grimaldi, the terror of Shakespeare, the
histrionics of Charles Kean. He could not stay away from the theatre. Eager to please in a
childhood world in which he needed to demonstrate that he was worthy of being loved, he had
developed a performance personality, wearing the various masks that would earn him applause.
He had been an entertainer, a song-and-dance child, singing for his emotional supper. He had
become a self-conscious actor and playwright, performing in his own and other people’s stage
dramas. Perhaps he could solve his vocational problem by becoming an actor.For some time, he
had been attending the theatre constantly. Fortunately, it was cheap, with half-price admission
after the first act. He later claimed to have gone to some performance—pantomime, comedy,
farce, extravaganza, spectacle, ballet, opera, melodrama, tragedy—every night for about three
years. In late 1832 he saw the famous William Charles Macready perform at Drury Lane. For
“three or four successive years” he regularly attended the At Homes of the comedian Charles
Mathews, whom he idolized, “travelling entertainments” that emphasized imitation and mimicry.
Apprenticing himself to the best acting available, he practiced diligently all the movements and



gestures, “often four, five, six hours a day.” From a well-known manual he learned a widely
practiced system for memorizing parts that he used successfully throughout his life both in
amateur theatricals and for public speeches.To Charles’s delight, Bartley responded to his
request for an audition “almost immediately,” setting an appointment for April. Fanny agreed to
be his accompanist. Though unpaid bills had forced her to leave the Royal Academy at the end
of June 1827, she had become an instructor there, and had been earning a living as a teacher
and professional accolades as a performer. With high hopes, Charles practiced his repertoire of
comic songs and skits. When the day came he “was laid up … with a terrible bad cold and an
inflammation of the face.” Though he commented years later about how near he “may have been
to another sort of life,” his heavy cold may have been as much ambivalence and stage fright as
organic illness. Whatever his fascination with the theatre, he might have found the life of an actor
ultimately as tediously repetitious as the duties of a court stenographer. His need to control the
conditions of his professional life would have been much more difficult to achieve in the world of
the Victorian stage than in a writer’s study. He wrote to Bartley, explaining his indisposition, and
“added that [he] would resume [his] application next season.”35By then, though, his restless
imagination was being increasingly absorbed by the new interest he felt in journalism. At the
same time, with a flurry of confused, self-lacerating correspondence, he was liberating himself
from Maria. His hopes were over. But the theatre was still a preoccupation. By April 1833, he had
given up the idea of becoming a professional actor. Yet, as if to affirm the theatre’s enduring
importance to him, he plunged into organizing, producing, directing, and acting in an evening of
private theatricals at the Dickens home on Bentinck Street. Rooms were emptied and furniture
rearranged. “The whole family was infected with the mania for Private Theatricals.” During the
month in which he made his last proclamations of undying love for Maria, he not only worked
long hours in the gallery but carried on the preparation for the performances of an opera in two
acts, Clari, or, The Maid of Milan; an interlude, The Married Bachelor; and a farce, Amateurs and
Actors. He wrote a prologue, organized rehearsals, assigned parts, supervised costumes,
lighting, staging, and scenery, with an enthusiasm for total control that energized himself and his
colleagues.Enlisting his friends and family, he became the absolute manager. Henry Kolle and
Henry Austin, an architect and engineer who soon was to marry Dickens’ sister Letitia, were in
charge of the lighting. Austin acted as his secretary. Austin’s sister Amelia read the prologue.
There was a band and scenery. A playbill was printed. He sent the actors, in Austin’s
handwriting, a peremptory list of regulations: “I. Mr. Dickens is desirous that it should be
distinctly understood by his friends that it is his wish to have a series of Weekly Rehearsals for
some time, experience having already shown that the Rehearsals are perhaps the most
amusing part of private Theatricals.… 2. It is earnestly hoped that Ladies and Gentlemen who
may have somewhat inferior parts assigned them in any piece, will recollect the impossibility of
giving every performer a principal character, and that they will be consequently induced rather to
consult the general convenience and amusement than individual feeling upon the subject.… 3
[Costume]. 4.… a punctual attendance at Rehearsals, and an early knowledge of the several



parts, are most especially necessary. 5. It is proposed that a Rehearsal shall take place every
Wednesday at 7 o’clock precisely—Charles Dickens, Stage Manager.”36In honor of
Shakespeare’s birthday, the plays were performed on April 23, 1833. Dickens played the starring
roles in a cast that contained most of his friends and family. Only his mother was excluded.
Thomas Mitton, Henry Austin, Letitia Dickens, Fanny Dickens, his younger brothers Frederick
and Alfred, and even John Dickens, as the farcical Mr. Elderberry, had parts. Like his son, the
portly journalist delighted in footlights and performance, though he was always limited in his
son’s casting to one role. The next year he played it explicitly, performing as the “Great Unpaid”
in another private theatrical, a musical parody of Othello written and arranged by his son, in
which he sang,Oh! take me home to my “missus” dear;Tell her I’ve taken a little more wineThan I
could carry, or very well bear;Bid her not scold me on the morrowFor staying out drinking all the
night;But several bottles of soda borrow,To cool my coppers and set me right.37The final break
with Maria, amid a flurry of angry communications, came the next month. It left him posturing
that he had a broken heart, that he would never cease to love her. The break, though, was a
timely one. That he had the courage to accept it marked a stage in his maturity. In his fiction he
would transform Maria into a youthful version of his mother, the prototype of the flighty, self-
indulgent coquette whose feelings never run deep enough to know and express real love. In his
life, he remained both attracted to and critical of such an embodiment of female ego, whose
physical beauty and domineering manner attracted him erotically. Pain and pleasure, rejection
and acceptance, were closely allied in his emotional and sexual life. Against that attraction,
against women like Maria and his mother, he needed an antidote, a pure sister, an ideal wife. He
also needed to find a counterbalancing satisfaction in his work, in the praise, admiration, and
love of his friends and admirers. By 1832 he had begun to create a circle, an extended family.
Though some of his family members belonged, he reached out to Mitton, Austin, Kolle, and soon
Thomas Beard, in his first successful effort at building a supportive, protective community whose
love for him would be unqualified.His journalistic work began to take on a new energy and
excitement. In March 1832 he had become a parliamentary reporter for a new paper, the True
Sun, while continuing to work for the Mirror of Parliament, where his uncle expanded his
responsibilities. In his effort to gain recognition as the official parliamentary record, Barrow drew
on his nephew’s organizing skills to create “masses of papers, plans, and prospectusses.” Much
of the work was done at his uncle’s home in Norwood, where he was well enough over Maria by
late 1833 to be attracted by “a very nice pair of black eyes.” Recognized as extraordinarily
competent at shorthand and a disciplined, vigorous worker, “the most rapid, the most accurate,
and the most trustworthy reporter then engaged on the London press,” he began to be asked to
do special assignments, many of which were to take him in the next few years across and
around England to report on important elections and to transcribe lengthy speeches.38Still living
with his family on Bentinck Street, he saw his father not only at home but at work. On the
surface, he dealt considerately with him and with his mother, and warmly with his two sisters.
Two of his brothers, Alfred and Frederick, toward whom he felt affectionate and protective, were



becoming teenagers. When he had begun working at Ellis and Blackmore in 1827, his mother
had been nursing an infant. With their usual disregard for the relationship between income and
expenses and with the same inability to prevent conception that their son later displayed, the
Dickenses had had another child, named Augustus, at a time when children were neither
emotionally nor financially desirable.Soon disaster struck again. In November 1834, John
Dickens was arrested for an outstanding bill owed to his wine merchant. Pressed for rent arrears
at Bentinck Street, John confessed that “we have been living in apartments … much beyond our
means … our establishment is about being broken up … Charles … into chambers and your
humble servant ‘to the winds.’” Charles had previously resolved “to leave home.”39 He could
now afford it, and the independence essential to his maturity had become a necessity that he
needed to embrace.CHAPTER THREEThe First Coming(1834–1837)HE HAD NOT BEEN
CAST BY HIS FAMILY FOR THE ROLE OF EMINENT writer, let alone genius, of his age. “None
of us guessed at it,” his father said, “and when we heard that he had become a reporter … my
brother-in-law Barrow … and other relations anticipated a failure.”1 No one had seen harbingers
of distinction. At school, he was no more than bright and responsive, with a retentive memory.
His preoccupation with theatre and literature enriched his inner life, adding to his social
presence more than expressing special talents or unusual promise. As a child, his frailty
undercut his natural energy. Severely depressed by his six months in the blacking factory,
recovering gradually from the diminishment of expectations inflicted on him by his parents’
limitations, he began to reveal energy and compensatory self-confidence. But initially he had no
vocational focus. Much of his childhood energy had gone into keeping himself as healthy as
possible in a repressive environment. Much of the energy of his next decade had been absorbed
by the slow process of emotional healing. He neither steadily glowed nor fitfully sparkled before
an impressionable world. When he left his legal clerkship to attempt to be a reporter, his family
thought he had aimed too high. When, in the next two years, he went from legal to parliamentary
reporting, they expected a failure. Understandably, they were unprepared for the explosive
release of energy and talent that transformed him in a three-year period into an internationally
celebrated writer. Even he was startled. His ability to reimagine himself could not keep pace with
his achievements.In August 1834, he applied to become a reporter for the Morning Chronicle.
Since at twenty-two he hardly looked his age and had little formal education, almost no one
thought he could be competent.2 On the recommendation of his uncle, who had unsuccessfully
attempted to get him employed by The Times, and with the help of Thomas Beard, already on
the staff, he unexpectedly got the job. By December he had been working for the Chronicle for
five months. When the family dispersed in December, Dickens was ready. Since publishing his
first “article” in the Monthly Magazine in December 1833, he had published seven more by the
time of his appointment to the Chronicle, and another seven by the end of 1834. The Monthly
Magazine paid nothing for them. It seemed possible, though, that he might persuade the editor
of the Chronicle, who had given thought to the possibility that it would be a good thing to publish
some of his employee’s sketches, to pay him for them. Here, then, was a potential additional



source of income. When he and fourteen-year-old Frederick moved into 13 Furnival’s Inn in
Holborn, even having to borrow small sums to cover his moving expenses did not dampen his
triumphant sense of having come into his own. One of his first impulses was to make a
housewarming party.The Chronicle paid him five guineas a week. Unlike his income from court
stenography and the Mirror of Parliament, it was a secure annual salary. When Parliament was
not in session, he was assigned to do theatre reviews and general reporting. His duties were
demanding, and meant long hours, usually nights, taking his turn with other Chronicle reporters
in the hot crowded gallery of the House, and rapid coach, carriage, and horseback trips to
provincial political events in order to record important speeches and to get the transcriptions into
print as soon as possible. The need to beat out the competition put an added premium on
quickness and accuracy and on making rapid-express arrangements to get the copy back to the
office. Just a few weeks after joining the Chronicle, he was sent to Edinburgh to report on a
political banquet given for Earl Grey. It was his first travel outside southeastern England.
Journeying by steamer up the coast, Dickens and Beard were a professional team on the first of
a series of ventures that bound them together as friends and colleagues. In November, he
reported a meeting of the Birmingham Liberals. At the beginning of January 1835, they spent
almost a week reporting on the general-election nominations in Colchester, Braintree,
Chelmsford, Sudbury, and Bury Saint Edmunds. In May, they reported on the Exeter speech of
Lord John Russell, the leading Whig politician of the day, in November his speech to the British
Reformers in Bristol, then an election meeting in Birmingham, a “town of dirt, ironworks; radicals,
and hardware.” In December, they covered the by-elections at Northampton. At the end of
January 1836, they attended two political dinners given for the Irish nationalist Daniel O’Connell
in Liverpool and Birmingham. On one occasion, after two good-natured colleagues held “a
pocket handkerchief” over his notebook during a rainstorm to keep it dry, he returned to London
with “a slight touch of rheumatism” and “perfectly deaf.” In every kind of weather, from sunshine
to pelting rain, dry or soaked, clean or muddy, indoors or outdoors, he observed the British
political process at work.3The reporting genre demanded transcription rather than narration or
interpretation, objective dryness rather than local color. Developing his eye for the humorous, he
included in his account of the dinner in Edinburgh a description of one of the guests, who,
having grown tired of waiting for Lord Grey, began the dinner by himself, “one of the few
instances on record of a dinner having been virtually concluded before it began.” The scenes
were colorful, the hotels and inns bustling, the roads filled with interesting human detail. Some of
the elections were rowdy, most of them corrupt, some both. At the Northamptonshire by-election
a virulent confrontation stopped just “short of murder and riot.” His growing detestation of the
Tories, “a ruthless set of bloody-minded villains,” spilled over into his report of the Tory horsemen
purposely “bearing down all before them with … ruffianly barbarity, and brutal violence,” for
which no Tory expressed the least regret.4 Developing a critical pen, he reported the rhetoric of
deceit and false claims, of promise and prevarication, increasingly convinced that political life
was essentially corrupt. What he experienced and observed, much of which could not go into his



newspaper reporting, became part of his memory and imagination.Eager to earn more money,
he was dissatisfied with being only a parliamentary reporter. The articles that he had began to
write in December 1833, soon to be called “sketches,” focused his imagination in ways that
newspaper reporting could not. He had a commitment to reporting. He felt “the genuine
fascination of that old pursuit,” and he enjoyed his comradeship with his professional brothers.
Still, he had begun his first efforts at authorship with an expectant heart.5 Fearing rejection, he
had dropped his first sketch into “a dark letter box, in a dark office, up a dark court in Fleet Street
… with fear and trembling.” When “A Dinner at Poplar Walk” appeared in “all the glory of print,”
his eyes had overflowed with joy and pride. The pleasures of authorship clearly exceeded those
of newspaper work. The distinction was discreet and personal. Authorship resonated with the
expectations of childhood, of his walks with his father, of Gad’s Hill Place. It made him feel in
control in a way that he had never felt before. His success as a reporter brought him to a
threshold that he eagerly crossed. Satisfying work, travel, new friendships, finding a better, more
compatible Maria—all of these things were possible.Immediately responsive to his first
sketches, the Monthly Magazine had soon received more amusing stories, for which they paid
nothing. Dickens liked doing them. They attracted attention and praise. It was in his interest to be
printed and reprinted, to become a visible author, whose terms in the future might be different
from those in the present. In January 1834, he had published “Mrs. Joseph Porter,” in February
“Horatio Sparkins,” in April “The Bloomsbury Christening,” reprinted the next month in another
small magazine, The Albion. These and the two sketches that followed, “The Boarding-House—
No. I” (May 1834), and “Original Papers,” in Bell’s Weekly Magazine in June, were unsigned. He
needed a signature, something to identify the articles as his. He decided on a pseudonym, a
nasal corruption of the nickname Moses, with which he had christened one of his younger
brothers, taken from one of his favorite characters in Goldsmith’s Vicar of Wakefield. Boses
became Boz. By August 1834, when his first signed article, “The Boarding-House—No. II,”
appeared in the Monthly Magazine, the previous stories had been sufficiently successful to
make anonymity as self-protection unnecessary. Many of his friends and colleagues already
knew that he was Boz. Now John Black, the editor of the Morning Chronicle, his “first out-and-
out appreciator,” admiring what seemed to him Dickens’ “original genius,” encouraged him to do
less general reporting and more original writing. Black thought that this “fresh, handsome, genial
young man, with a profusion of brown hair, a bright eye, and a hearty manner,” had unusual
literary talent, even the possibility of brilliance.6 Beginning in September, the Chronicle
published his series of “Street Sketches,” five in all appearing in the autumn and winter of
1834.Black’s admiration and Dickens’ own initiative were about to make him a professional
author. Dickens was also assisted by a new friend, a colleague who asked him in January 1835
to write a sketch for the first issue of a new paper of which he had been put in charge, the
Evening Chronicle, published by the owners of the Morning Chronicle. A fifty-one-year-old
reporter and editor, George Hogarth was a Scotsman by birth and inclination. Having given up
law for journalism, he had bounced from London to Exeter to Halifax and then back to London



again, where he joined the staff of the Morning Chronicle in the summer of 1834. Dickens readily
agreed to write the sketch, assuring his colleague that he would do so even without being paid
for it. But would his employers be willing to add “some additional remuneration” to his salary if he
were to agree to do a series of sketches for the Evening Chronicle? That would be only “fair and
reasonable … I should receive something for the papers beyond my ordinary Salary as a
Reporter.”7 Surely this must have been on his mind since September, when his first Chronicle
sketch had appeared. With Hogarth’s support and with Black’s prediction of “future greatness,”
the owners agreed to raise his salary from five to seven guineas a week. It was the first money
he ever earned as an author. He never again wrote without being paid. In the sixty sketches that
he published between December 1833 and December 1836, he created, with the most tentative
and belated of overall planning, a comic city with dark corners and threatening relationships that
introduced some of the major colors, styles, and tensions of the fiction that he was to write for
the next thirty-five years.The sketches were a testing ground for an apprentice author whose
talent enabled him to progress precociously. With a keen eye for social observation, he began to
portray satirically, though affectionately, the variety and comic oddity of human nature in the
social guises of early Victorian life. Many of the characters are stock representations of
conventional eighteenthand early nineteenth-century literature. The plots are often minimal or
nonexistent, a visit to an uncle or a friend, the staging of amateur theatricals, an attempt to
tangle or untangle oneself from an amorous relationship. When they are more fully developed,
they are stereotypical exercises in the machinery of plot development, as in “The Great
Winglebury Duel” and “A Passage in the Life of Mr. Watkins Tottle.” Often the tone ranges
between humor and irony in a slightly stiff style that echoes the distancing effects of the
eighteenth-century essay and contemporary humorists. Some of the sketches, such as “The
Streets—Night,” reveal elements of his mature style. The tone, the diction, the surreal elements,
the rhetorical devices, and the sentence rhythms combine to create a sketch that could have
been written two or more years later, stylistic preludes to Oliver Twist. In “Gin-Shops,” a
sympathetic but outraged social consciousness dominates, his first identification of poverty, filth,
and pollution as social crimes. “The Misplaced Attachment of Mr. John Dounce” and “Sentiment”
transform his painful romantic misadventure with Maria Beadnell into comedy while at the same
time lightly touching the exposed nerve of courtship, sex, and sexuality. They are sketches of
repression and frustration in search of appropriate language. In “The Pawnbroker’s Shop,” his
fascination with prostitutes makes its first dramatic appearance. The ameliorative, optimistic
Christmas totem that would reach its culmination in the Christmas tales of the 1840s makes its
thematic debut in “A Christmas Dinner.”Aspects of his personal experience flow through the
porous filter of the partly fictional, partly observational genre. “The First of May” invokes sanitized
images of a golden childhood in Kent. “Astley’s” invokes his recollection of learning the alphabet
from his mother. “Seven Dials” reflects his fascination as a child with the slums of London. “The
Broker’s Man” and “The Pawnbroker’s Shop” contain memories of early family life, and the main
character of “A Passage in the Life of Mr. Watkins Tottle,” like John Dickens, is jailed for debt in a



prison like the Marshalsea. “Mrs Joseph Porter” satirically describes an example of the mania for
private theatricals similar to the performances that he directed and in which he performed. “The
Steam Excursion” is based on a trip taken by Dickens and his friends, and “Early Coaches”
draws on his traveling experiences as a reporter. But the more dramatic, less obvious currents of
his life flow with surprising power through those sketches whose subject matter forced him into
contact with his own deepest concerns and began his lifelong pattern of being attracted to
fictions of displaced autobiographical exploration. In “Our Next-Door Neighbour,” he presents the
fantasy of the dead boy and the grieving mother, an echo of the childhood fantasy in which his
self-worth and worthiness to be loved become clear to his mother only after his death. In “The
Pawnbroker’s Shop,” his family’s insecurity, the origin of his obsessiveness about money, is
dramatized in the description of the visitors to the shop: A small boy is beaten, a man and a
woman fight bitterly, a prostitute, “the lowest of the low; dirty, unbonneted, flaunting, and
slovenly,” has a moment of human sympathy in response to another woman who may have to
travel the same road she is on, which has “but two more stages, the hospital and the grave.” In
“The Hospital Patient,” a brutally abused dying wife is idealized as the ever-forgiving female
whose father had said five years before that “he wished [she] had died a child.”“A Visit to
Newgate” starkly synthesizes the social and psychological themes that ran through these
sketches. In November 1835, he visited the prison, beginning his lifelong practice of visiting
social institutions to help him with impressions for his writing. He also went to the Coldbath
Fields prison the same month but did not write about it because the “gallows” is more dramatic
than the “Tread-Mill.” The prose of “A Visit to Newgate” is incisive, evocatory. Some of the
characters anticipate Oliver Twist. The emphasis on dream states as both escape from reality
and imprisonment, on guilt, betrayal, murderousness, and altered states of consciousness,
takes him back to his childhood and forward to his future novels. The powerful sketch “The Black
Veil” combines Gothic horror, imprisonment, madness, and death with a self-preserving reversal
of his sense of himself as the good son with the bad mother. In the story, the boy’s mother is
perfectly good, “a widow … who had denied herself necessaries to bestow them on her orphan
boy.” She expressively loves her son, no matter what his faults. With a dead father, a selfless
mother, the boy has no one but himself to blame for his “career of dissipation and crime.” That
was one way out of the blacking factory, one way to go back even further into childhood and into
the myth of the blameless mother, whom he would have much preferred to the mother he had.IN
LATE 1834 OR EARLY 1835, GEORGE HOGARTH INVITED HIM TO HIS home in York Place,
Chelsea, “standing opposite orchards and gardens extending as far as the eye could reach.”
There he found a moderately prosperous middle-class family, with interesting and cultured
Scottish connections, who welcomed him warmly and whose warmth he returned.8 Hogarth
played the role of paterfamilias with a combination of amiability and competence. He had had
professional though not financial success as a lawyer in Edinburgh, a writer to the Signet, and as
the trusted adviser of Sir Walter Scott. But he had moved more in literary and musical than legal
circles. Having recently begun his career as a journalist, he soon became a distinguished music



critic, feature writer, and author. In 1814 he had married Georgina Thomson, whose grandfather
one year later organized the first Edinburgh music festival. Among his many distinctions, he had
engaged Scott, Robert Burns, and Beethoven to write words and music for a collection of
Scottish songs. Georgina Hogarth bore the burden of her family of ten children and tight budget
with a strong sense of maternal propriety. Forty years old when Dickens met her, she had
recently given birth to another daughter to add to a moderately pretty, mildly cultivated, and
charmingly domestic threesome. Catherine had just had her nineteenth birthday. Mary was a
pretty fifteen-year-old, Georgina a gamineish seven. The dominant Hogarth complexion was
creamy pale, with touches of natural pink, the eyes bright blue, the chin recessive, the hair
blond, the spirit light, the accent Scottish.The young writer became a regular visitor, whose
promise the Hogarths appreciated and to whom their eldest daughter responded. With heavy-
lidded eyes and turned-up nose, Catherine had a becoming tendency to carry her shortness into
full-figured plumpness. Though not quick of wit or foot, she was warm, engaging, eager to
please and to be pleased, and clearly on the marriageable side of adolescence. Unlike Maria,
she was not flirtatious or fickle.9 Shaped by his mother’s aloofness, conditioned by Maria’s
rejection, Charles wanted a woman whose world he would be the center of, whose feelings and
actions would revolve around his needs. He also wanted a family he could identify with, who
would provide the intimacy and stability that his own lacked. He courted her deliberately, self-
confidently, having chosen someone not likely to refuse him. Since May 1833 he had elevated
himself to a respectable position with a rising annual income. He had also become a promising
writer for whom some people, like his prospective father-in-law, were predicting great things.
Unlike the prosaic Beadnell household, the Hogarth home, whose patriarch was a talented
musician and a competent writer, valued culture and appreciated the arts. Dickens radiated the
intensity of his work ethic and his ambition. His talent and its demands were clear, at least to
George Hogarth. Early in May, Charles proposed marriage. There seem to have been no rivals.
Catherine quickly accepted.That she had little sense of the life of the imagination did not matter
to her suitor. At twenty-three, he needed to come into his patrimony. There was to be no financial
inheritance. His emotional legacy was mainly an unhappy one. He needed to create his own
good fortune, both material and emotional, to become father to himself. He wanted to match his
emancipation with the full symbols of adult responsibility. With a strong sense of having been
deprived of a familial hearth, he used the Hogarths’ as the threshold of his own. Marriage to an
amiable, conventional, sweet-tempered, and domestic woman, who would cooperate with his
desire to be master of his own home, to be in control of his life and work, to have compliant,
contained, and unthreatening sexual relations, to have children with whom to express his own
familial needs, was strongly attractive. To be closer to her, he took lodgings in June 1835 on
Selwood Place, Chelsea, around the corner and a few hundred yards from the Hogarth home.
Eager for domestic blandishments, he encouraged her to make it a practice to visit him,
sometimes, for propriety’s sake, with her sister Mary, to prepare his breakfast after he had spent
late nights at the House. Once he sent her a note at five in the morning, before going to sleep, to



tell her that he would awaken at one. “You will lunch with me at that hour, of course—I shall not
rise until you call me.” On another morning, having returned home just before dawn, he
proclaimed with amiable bossiness, “I shall fully expect you and Mary to breakfast with me this
morning … I take no denial on any pretence. “10 Catherine had no desire to deny him. She
defined her engagement in conventional terms. Eager to be attended to and flattered as much
as possible, she felt pleasure in her fiancé demonstrating his love through his demands on
her.He had a surer sense of her nature than she of his. Those things about her that he did not
like he did not hesitate to criticize. He did not like her narrowness of vision when it prevented her
understanding him; he did not like her temperament when it rubbed against the grain of his
emotional needs. Sometimes she seemed to him childishly self-involved and foolish. She
frequently teased him in small ways. Though the battles were minor skirmishes that she quickly
lost, she attempted initially to resist his total dominance, to reserve aspects of herself from his
control. Aware that her power was limited and temporary, she tried stubbornly to assert some of
her needs. She was better, though, at capitulation than at self-transformation, at suppression
than at change. He gave absolute emotional sincerity. When he was there, he was involved
totally, among other reasons because he had an immense desire to get the relationship right. So
much depended on it. When, from his perspective, it was going wrong, he could be aggressively,
even callously frank. If she could not be the way he wanted her to be, he did not want her at all.
When she expressed herself angrily, he labeled it “hasty temper.” When she withdrew her
warmth, unaware of what deep resonances that would have for him, he responded to this
“uncalled-for coldness” with the threat that she frankly confess that she had tired of him. He
would not be used as a toy that “suits your humour for the moment … I shall not forget you lightly,
but you will need no second warning.”11What he wanted was that she be infinitely responsive to
his feelings, mainly through compliance, cheerful toleration, and nurturing supportiveness. When
she was ill—both Catherine and her mother had scarlet fever in October 1835—he could be
tenderly reckless. He visited them constantly, aware of the danger to himself and willing to suffer
the illness for the sake of being there for her then. When, in a teasing mood, he played the game
of pet names, he sometimes crossed the boundary between generosity and possessiveness,
between respect and defamation. He needed her cooperation in feeling fully justified in loving
her. He smugly reported to her Mitton’s supportive but possibly evasive comment, “whatever I do
must be right; and that whoever I love, must be faultless.”12If there is any ironic self-awareness
in the remark, there is also both wishful thinking and coercive pressure. He desired absolute
loyalty from friend and lover. He was prepared to give it in return, filtered through his energy, his
restlessness, and his ambition. As a reporter, he spent long hours traveling and at the House. He
had a certain amount of business at the office. As an apprentice writer, he could practice his
craft only in odd hours. When he made a commitment, he unswervingly kept it. The specter of
his father’s irresponsibility hovered always in the background. What was for him a necessity of
his personality and his life became for Catherine a marker of his priorities. He tried indirectly and
unsuccessfully to tell her about his childhood, to help explain what drove him to work so hard,



often to the point of exhaustion.13From the beginning, she struggled to resist the likelihood that
he cared more for his work than for her. He would not admit that that had any validity. From the
beginning, he presented himself as an unchanging and unchangeable given. He had no desire
to be any other way. His protestations expressed the stiff formalism of self-deceit. When his back
was up, he was a master of sincere excuses, of the heightened rhetoric of justification. On one
occasion, having moved back to Furnival’s Inn, he sent his brother Frederick to tell her that he
would not keep their appointment that evening. “If you knew how eagerly I long for your society
this evening, or how much delight it would afford me to be able to turn round to you at our own
fireside when my work is done … you would believe me sincere in saying that necessity and
necessity alone, induces me to forego the pleasure of your companionship for one evening in
the week even. You will never do me the justice of believing … that my pursuits and labours such
as they are are not more selfish than my pleasures, and that your future advancement and
happiness is the main-spring of them all.”14When she satisfied him, she was “My dear Kate” or
“My dearest Katie” or “My Dearest Girl.” When she did not, she was “My Dear Catherine,” frozen
in both acid and ice. When she complained that his letters were stiff and formal, he was
surprised. “I don’t know how it is, but I am quite certain I had no notion of its being so, and if it
really were (which I can hardly believe) it was quite unintentional.” There was never either retreat
or awareness in his words and tone. His most frequent complaint was that she was “ill-
tempered,” a code phrase for insensitivity to his needs and feelings. He regularly applied the
carrot as well as the stick, sometimes in the same letter. “Your note my love … displays all that
amiable and excellent feeling which I know you possess.… If you would only determine to shew
the same affection and kindness to me … I should have no one solitary fault to find with you.
Your asking me to love you ‘once more’ is quite unnecessary—I have never ceased to love you
for one moment, since I knew you; nor shall I.”15 The courtship had its loving moments, its times
of endearment and optimism. In her effort to weather the complexities of his personality, hoping
that the storms would be short, she had a fund of little-girl mispronunciations, pet names, and
cute phrases to deflect his anger and relieve her anxiety. She may have compared his
assertiveness and persistence with her lack of emotional strength. He had been educated in a
hard environment. She had been educated in the easygoing amiability of the Hogarth
household. She needed to marry almost as much as he did, but less for personal than for social
and cultural reasons.The courtship went on, with breakfasts, lunches, short excursions, brief
visits to York Place, and with visits to the theatres, particularly to see plays he had been
assigned to review. In late November 1835, keeping his eye open for a place to live, he looked at
houses in Pentonville that were “extremely dear.” His own small apartment did not even have a
kitchen. They needed space for Fred, who would continue to live with his brother, for Mary
Hogarth, who had become Catherine’s closest companion, and for a servant. Just as he had
helped his parents by taking Fred off their hands, the married couple would help relieve the
crowded Hogarth household by taking Mary. The solution was next door, at 15 Furnival’s Inn. He
took the lease, from Christmas 1835, of the “three-pair front south,” with a kitchen in the



basement, at fifty pounds a year for three years. In mid-February 1836, he and Fred moved in. In
March, he purchased most of the household furnishings, and suggested to Catherine, with a
peremptory force that could not be denied, that they honeymoon in Rochester. The golden days
he had spent in Kent in his childhood drew him back. At the end of the month, maneuvering
around his heavy work schedule, he fixed the date as “Saturday next.” They were married in St.
Luke’s Church, Chelsea, near the Hogarth home. Catherine was dressed modestly, becomingly,
“a bright, pleasant bride.” In addition to the Hogarth and the Dickens families, a few friends were
present, including Beard, who acted as his best man. “It was altogether a very quiet piece of
business.” The wedding breakfast was held at York Place. As a present, the groom gave his bride
an ivory-fitted workbox inscribed FROM CHAS. DICKENS TO KATE, APRIL 2ND, 1836, an
appropriate symbol of her domestic mission.16 Sometime during their week-long honeymoon in
Chalk, near Chatham, or in the next few weeks, Catherine became pregnant.THE PREVIOUS
AUTUMN HE HAD HOPED THAT THEY MIGHT MARRY AT Christmas 1835. But he did not feel
secure enough. With a developing entrepreneurial self-confidence, he had no need for an
absolutely fail-safe net of security, and was willing to take limited risks. He had had, though,
painful experience with overextension. The misery of trying to survive on less than a reasonable
minimum was all too familiar. His only income still came from his salary, sufficient to maintain a
single person but not a family. He needed additional money. Unexpectedly, the sketches he had
been writing for almost two years, the only income from which had been two guineas a week
added to his salary by the Morning Chronicle, became a property with a potential buyer, an
ambitious twenty-six-year-old publisher who had just come to London. The inexperienced but
shrewed John Macrone offered Dickens one hundred pounds for the copyright of the sketches
that were already in print.17 He would bring them out, augmented by additional sketches, in two
volumes, under the title Sketches by Boz, with a preface by the author and with art by a well-
known illustrator. Undercapitalized, reflecting the severe depression in the publishing industry in
the early 1830s, Macrone had just borrowed five hundred pounds on the security of good looks,
charm, and a promise. It seemed a clever proposal.In making the offer, Macrone had taken the
advice of his unofficial literary adviser, William Harrison Ainsworth. Rookwood, Ainsworth’s
melodramatic novel, to which Macrone had bought the rights, had been a smashing success in
1834. Ainsworth had come to London in 1824 at nineteen years of age to train as a solicitor in
the expectation of taking over his father’s Manchester practice. After completing his training, he
had given up law for the more exciting practice of literature. The elderly essayist Charles Lamb
introduced him to various literary figures. Early in 1830, the industrious Ainsworth, soon “a dandy
and a literary lion,” notorious for quickly written, widely popular, sensationalistic fiction, became a
founding member of a group of writers and artists associated with Fraser’s Magazine and called
the Fraserians. By the autumn of 1835, when he brought Dickens and Macrone together, he had
been for some time a well-established, even distinguished member of a disparate circle that
included William Makepeace Thackeray, Bryan Procter, William Maginn, William Jerdan, and
Daniel Maclise, some of whom were to become Dickens’ intimate friends.18 Ainsworth, who



also knew Leigh Hunt, John Forster, and George Cruikshank, became his first channel into this
world.Having purchased the copyright, Macrone would take all the risk as well as all the profit. To
protect his investment, he engaged the usually difficult and always arrogant Cruikshank to do the
illustrations. Mercurial, vulgar, moody, with a flare for the personally dramatic, Cruikshank had a
“hawk nose, broad forehead … black hair and whiskers.” His “steely blue eyes had no merriment
—only keenness and a certain fierceness in them.” Usually dressed in a “blue swallow-tail, a buff
waistcoat, grey pantaloons, and Hessian boots with tassels,” at the age of forty-two he already
had had a distinctive career. Trained with his brother in the studio of his artist-father, “cradled in
caricature,” he had brilliantly illustrated in a series of cartoons the political fortunes, misfortunes,
and corruptions of Britain and France in the late Napoleonic age. Afterward, collaborating with
various writers and creating miscellaneous independent plates for separate sale, he took as his
subject the pretension and corruption of urban life. The result was his successful Life in London.
Like Dickens, he knew the city “better than the majority of Sunday-school children know their
Catechism.” At the height of his powers, with a distinguished reputation as an artist, he had
already agreed to do twelve etchings for Macrone’s fourth edition of Rookwood, to be published
in May 1836.19 To Ainsworth and Macrone, Cruikshank and the young writer seemed made for
one another, the experienced, successful artist, the talented, youthful author, both sharp satirists
and London visionaries.When he and Dickens met in November 1835, they quickly transformed
a working relationship into a social extravaganza. Joined by Ainsworth, they created a dining and
theatre trio, Dickens’ first artistic circle, supportive companions in business and pleasure.
Cruikshank’s domestic life centered around a wife half his age, a house on semirural Myddleton
Terrace in Islington, and frequent visits, in “clouds of tobacco smoke, and over foaming
tankards,” to “all kinds of strange and queer places.” Ainsworth, whose marriage had collapsed in
1835, lived harmoniously with two female relatives at Kensal Lodge, in easy distance of
Cruikshank and Dickens. From the beginning, his relationship with Cruikshank had its tensions.
The few years of collaboration, though, were productive, and the friendship retained some
warmth even when it lost its intimacy. Ironically, a relationship that began with buoyant
consanguinity became strained by Cruikshank’s departure from the banquet table and the wine
bottle when he later became a crusading teetotaler.Excited by Macrone’s projection of a
Christmas 1835 publication date, Dickens, despite his heavy schedule, had no doubt that he
would be ready. But, to his irritation, Cruikshank did not have the plates for Christmas. The
coordination of the project among author, illustrator, and publisher was taking more time than
had been anticipated. Having rushed to get additional sketches done to fill out the volume, he
pressured Macrone and Cruikshank. The illustrator, used to being the dominant partner in such
ventures and assuming that he had absolute authority to choose what scenes to illustrate,
declined to finish the plates until he had the entire manuscript in hand. Probably he was also
busy with other projects. Dickens steered his resentment into conciliatory rationalizations. He
also had incorrectly assumed that each plate would have two rather than four illustrations,
consequently misreading Cruikshank’s progress. Under pressure from Macrone, he wrote a puff



for the book to appear in the Morning Chronicle and elsewhere. He sent out notes and directed
review copies to likely places and people. He sent a sycophantic letter, with a copy of the book,
to Lord Stanley, whose long speech on the condition of Ireland he had taken in shorthand in a
private session in February 1833 after Stanley had been dissatisfied with the published
newspaper transcription. Closer to home, his father-in-law-to-be, who “knows all the sketches by
heart, and takes an interest in the book in no way secondary to my own,” wrote a “beautiful
notice” for the Morning Chronicle, which appeared three days after publication, February 8,
1836.20 Hogarth’s partisan claim that it was “the work of a person of various and extraordinary
intellectual gifts … a close and acute observer of character and manner, with a strong sense of
the ridiculous,” who can produce “tears as well as laughter,” was confirmed by the reviews and
the sales of the next few months.An unexpected success, Sketches repaid Macrone’s gamble
on a relatively unknown author. Dickens soon received another £100 for a second edition; then
he received £150 for a new volume of previously uncollected sketches, published in December
1836, designated the second series; and finally he was paid £100 for the copyright of both
volumes. The initial £100 for the first series was a welcome minor supplement to his income. As
Macrone’s profits mounted, eventually to more than £2,000, the author had reason to regret that
he “was never a partner in the work, and never shared in the profits from it.”21 As his expenses
increased, he needed more income. “Head over ears in work,” he juggled commitments, intent
on exploring whatever might be artistically and financially profitable. The success of the book
suggested that a further try at articles combining fiction, reportage, and realistic observation
might provide a vehicle for fulfilling his ambition to be a successful professional author. There
were other possibilities, though, one of which was the theatre. He had no special preference at
this time for any particular genre. Eager to try his hand at anything that had potential, he had the
energy, ambition, and financial need to take on as many projects as possible, even
simultaneously. He preferred exhaustion to depletion, and the harder he worked the more energy
he seemed to have, its level rising to meet the exhilaration he felt in his achievements.When, in
late December 1835, while waiting for Cruikshank, he was queried about doing the libretto for a
comic opera, he responded enthusiastically. Among other things, it spoke to his lifelong
fascination with the stage. Fanny introduced him to John Hullah, who wanted to create a comic
opera, to be called “The Gondoliers,” based on a stereotypical Venetian subject. Emphasizing
that he was at home in England but abroad in Venice, Dickens convinced the composer that they
should collaborate on a comedy of English country manners. Set in the eighteenth century, with
the musical-dramatic structure of John Gay’s The Beggar’s Opera, it would have the tone of
eighteenth-century pastoral satire and the moral values of a relaxed Victorianism. With a mixture
of dialogue and song in the English ballad opera tradition, it would gently parody popular Italian
opera. He would do the libretto, based on one of his unpublished stories, Hullah the music. An
untalented versifier who had written some squibs, comic verse, and sentimental ballads, he
would write the rhymed verse for the songs as well as the dialogue. “The characters would act
and talk like people we see and hear of every day.” Though they do nothing of the sort, the final



text and score of The Village Coquettes, his share of which he wrote and revised throughout the
first half of 1836, persuaded John Braham, a popular tenor and the owner-manager of the new
St. James’s Theatre (built as an expensive speculation that soon failed), to produce it and to
perform in it. George Hogarth, influential as a music critic, helped convince Braham that the
opera, ready by the end of July, would run easily for fifty or sixty performances, especially since
the popular John Harley was engaged to play the leading role. But revisions, rehearsals, and
managerial complications delayed the production from the anticipated October opening until
early December 1836.Always fascinated by the theatre, Dickens now had access to the
professional stage. He eagerly attended rehearsals, even when he had to travel distances and
suffer inconveniences. Able to afford new clothes, he began to dress theatrically, in the dandy
tradition, partly to recompense himself for the rags of his adolescence. On one occasion, he did
not appear at a dinner party partly because his clothes had gotten muddy and he did not have
fresh things into which to change. Impatiently waiting for the appearance of The Village
Coquettes, he adapted for performance, with Braham’s encouragement, “The Great Winglebury
Duel,” which had appeared in the first series of Sketches by Boz. Retitled The Strange
Gentleman, it opened on September 29, 1836, at the St. James’s Theatre, with songs and music
that allowed Braham to call it a burletta. Harley’s talent helped the farce run for over fifty
performances, one part of a series of entertainments that made an evening at the St. James’s.
For this minor critical and financial success Dickens received only the thirty pounds for which he
had sold the copyright. He made great personal capital, though, buoyed by the excitement and
rewards of a premiere, of evenings at the theatre, of being a successful dramatist. When The
Village Coquettes finally opened on December 6, with the fiftieth performance of The Strange
Gentleman completing the evening’s bill, Dickens, his family, and his friends were in the theatre.
His contribution had been advertised in the playbill. At the end of the performance, the audience
“screamed for Boz.” It seemed surprised when it got only the ordinary-looking Dickens rather
than one of his fictional characters. The reviews also were tepid, and one of them, by John
Forster, the music critic of The Examiner, was ponderously unfriendly. Despite Hogarth’s
partisan effort in the Chronicle, the opera closed after nineteen performances.22THOUGH HE
FELT DISAPPOINTED, HE WAS ALREADY PREOCCUPIED with another, this time
extraordinary, literary venture. In February 1836, the publisher William Hall unexpectedly came
to see him at his lodgings at 13 Furnival’s Inn. Chapman and Hall, at 136 Strand, had been in
business for six years, surviving the steep depression in the book industry with the help of
prudent commitments, including Scenes and Recollections of Fly-fishing, a sixpenny weekly,
Chat of the Week, and a Topographical Dictionary in twenty-four monthly parts. For the
Christmas trade of 1835, they published The Squib Annual, a coffee-table volume with
illustrations by the humorist Robert Seymour. Brisk and businesslike, with an accountant’s
fluency with figures, Hall handled the firm’s money matters. Retiring and contemplative, with
wide knowledge and a keen sensibility, Edward Chapman represented the firm’s literary
sensibility. Once decisions had been reached, Hall handled the negotiations. Chapman and Hall



admired Sketches by Boz and were about to publish one of the stories, “The Tuggses at
Ramsgate,” in their Library of Fiction. The success of Sketches had brought Dickens to their
attention as someone to whom it might be appropriate to make a proposal that had already been
turned down by a number of writers. When he responded to Hall’s knock at the door, Dickens, to
his surprise, recognized the man from whom in December 1833 he had bought the copy of the
Monthly Magazine in which he had seen his work in print for the first time. Though he had not
realized it then, it had been in Chapman and Hall’s bookshop that he had made the
purchase.23Having had considerable success with The Squib Annual, the publishers had
agreed to Seymour’s proposal that they put out a volume of his humorous illustrations on the
subject of Cockney sporting scenes. Seymour suggested that the focus be the adventures of a
club of sporting gentlemen. A hardworking, practical artist who had been immensely productive,
perhaps to the point of overwork, and who had had a nervous breakdown in 1830, Seymour
agreed to the suggestion that it be a monthly serial accompanied by brief textual descriptions.
Chapman and Hall had good reason to believe that there were financial advantages to
publishing what would eventually be a book volume in monthly parts. In need of a journeyman
writer, they proposed to Dickens that he provide each month a sheet and a half, or twenty-four
printed pages, of text to accompany four comic illustrations. The pay would be £14 3s. 6d. “for
each number [monthly serial part] to be made always on the day of publication, which is
understood to be the last day of every month.” For the first number, he was “to provide copy …
by the first of March [1836] and sufficient for the second by the 15th,” future numbers always to
be ready “two months before the date of publication.” The contract called for “a book illustrative
of manners and life in the Country.” Chapman, Hall, and Seymour had in mind a volume whose
primary selling point would be the illustrations. On the evening of the day that Hall made the
offer, Dickens wrote to Catherine that he had been asked “to write and edit a new publication …
entirely by myself; to be published monthly and each number to contain four wood cuts.”24
Seymour was not mentioned in the letter. Within a week, the young author gave his “entire
concurrence” to the proposed terms, with the one proviso that he be allowed to provide copy five
rather than eight weeks in advance. Chapman and Hall probably had no knowledge of his other
commitments and little sense that they were involving themselves with someone who was about
to make additional ones.Despite a delay of a few days because of moving from 13 to 15
Furnival’s Inn, he assured his new publisher on February 18, 1836, that “Pickwick,” a name taken
from a stagecoach owner he remembered from his travels, “is at length begun in all his might
and glory. The first chapter will be ready tomorrow.” When Seymour did a sketch of a thin
Pickwick, Chapman protested that he “must be a fat man; good humour and flesh had always
gone together since the days of Falstaff.” When, on the twenty-first, both Chapman and Hall
came to see what their new man had done, the first number was ready. They apparently liked it.
Dickens had more trouble with the second, though he had it ready by the middle of March. They
had scheduled the first number to come out on March 31, dated April 1. That second number,
ready by mid-March, was insurance that there would be an April 30 appearance of the May 1



number. Thereafter he would provide his text about the end of the third week of the month for
publication about five weeks later. In mid-April, Dickens glowingly proclaimed, on the basis of
scanty evidence, “PICKWICK TRIUMPHANT.” Actually, the sale of the pressrun of a thousand
copies of the first number had been modest. Chapman and Hall reduced the run of the second
to five hundred copies.While they were at work on the third, a shocking event brought progress
to an abrupt halt. Overtired, irritated, sensitive about his lack of education and his working-class
background, Seymour shot himself to death on April 20 in the garden of his home in Islington.
The coroner’s verdict was “temporary derangement.” Having returned from his honeymoon ten
days before, Dickens had praised the artist for “how much the result of your labours, has
surpassed my expectations.” He had urged him, though, perhaps uneasy at having inserted into
the second number an interpolated “Stroller’s Tale” that he had written some time before, to redo
the etching to accompany it, since “it is not quite my idea; and as I feel so very solicitous to have
it as complete as possible, I shall feel personally obliged, if you will make another drawing.” On
the seventeenth, Seymour had spent a short time with him at Furnival’s Inn, their only meeting,
probably trying to get clear what his young colleague wanted and assessing with whom he was
dealing.25The artist’s legacy to his associates was a business problem. He had provided four
illustrations for the first number but had completed only three for the second. What, then, should
they do with Pickwick Papers? So far, it had been neither a success nor a failure. Ready with a
bold proposal, Dickens recommended that they continue it, with some changes that would
improve the chances for increased sales. Why not have two instead of four illustrations each
monthly number, and thirty-two pages of text instead of twenty-four? With sixteen pages
between illustrations, he “could expand his scenes and amplify his characterizations in ways he
could not when he had to invent a new comic climax every six pages.” The diminution of the role
of the illustrator would give him more control over the book. His words would now unarguably be
more important than the illustrations. And the publisher would have to pay more attention to the
author than to the artist, for the success of the work would depend on the text. For every two
sheets, or thirty-two pages, he had proposed that he should receive twenty pounds, a raise of
one pound per sheet over the rate of payment for the first two numbers. “If the Work should be
very successful … I apprehend you would have no objection to go a little further.”26The
economics were clear to Chapman and Hall. Abandoning the project meant a substantial loss in
stock and in cash outlay as well as the inevitable need to find another investment that might or
might not be less risky. They had reason to be pleased with what Dickens had done in the first
two numbers, though they had not yet and might never gain from it financially. The continuing
success of Sketches confirmed that he was still a good author in whom to invest. His youth and
ambition were much in his favor. Seymour could be replaced easily, especially since, with the
changes that Dickens proposed, there would be less need to employ a well-known, highly paid
illustrator. They soon decided that the proposal was worth accepting. Business associates
recommended Robert Buss. A young artist, inexperienced with the etching process in book
illustration, Buss had worked on Chapman and Hall’s Library of Fiction and was available at



short notice. Buss, despite his own reservations, was induced by Hall to give it a try, with the
understanding that his initial stumblings in the learning stage would be tolerated until he had a
chance to prove himself. He did the two illustrations for the third number to everyone’s
dissatisfaction, including his own, and was promptly fired.27 He and Dickens had never
met.With word out that an illustrator was needed, two young artists separately approached him.
A tall, pudgy-faced, well-educated young man, William Makepeace Thackeray, came to see him
at Furnival’s Inn. Eager to be selected, among other reasons because he wanted to marry, he
brought “two or three drawings … which, strange to say,” Dickens “did not find suitable.”28 A self-
trained artist, who, like Thackeray, had been educated at Charterhouse and had studied
medicine, John Leech sent him some designs, on Cruikshank’s recommendation. Dickens
thought them “extremely well-conceived, and executed.” But when Leech threatened to call on
him in late August, he fobbed him off to Chapman and Hall. Dickens and the publisher had
already selected the right person. Hablot Knight Browne is “a gentleman of very great ability,
with whose designs I am exceedingly well satisfied, and from whom I feel it neither my wish, nor
my interest, to part.” Probably he had been chosen for the assignment in the process of the firing
of Buss. Three years younger than Dickens, he had trained from an early age as an apprentice
illustrator. In 1832 he had won a medal for the best illustration of an historical subject. Now
Chapman and Hall’s main illustrator for the Library of Fiction, he had effectively illustrated
Dickens’ recent pamphlet broadside Sunday Under Three Heads, directed against a legislative
attempt to prohibit all work and recreation on Sunday, which Chapman and Hall had published in
June. He had proven himself a rapid, reliable, and observant worker who most likely could work
readily under Dickens’ direction.29 A modest and broodingly private man, Browne was a
talented illustrator without any painterly or fine-arts ambitions.For the third number, in June
1836, the first to reflect the new arrangement, the print run was restored to one thousand copies.
Even if they had all been sold, the return to the publisher would have been too small to cover
expenses. Short of capital, Chapman and Hall needed to use all the proceeds beyond their fixed
costs to pay for the production of the next number. They innovatively created a nation-wide
distribution network by enlisting provincial booksellers to take each month at no risk a stack of
the thirty-six pages of text and two illustrations, bound like a pamphlet in a green paper cover
with a design and inserted advertisements, the unsold copies to be returned at the publisher’s
expense.30 With the introduction in the fourth number of the lively, vividly depicted Sam Weller,
with his humorous Cockney wisdom, helped by the increasing efficiency of the provincial
network, the sales began to increase rapidly. In August, the delighted Chapman and Hall
voluntarily increased his remuneration as of November to twenty-five pounds per number. Soon
Pickwick Papers was indeed triumphant. Monthly sales rocketed toward forty thousand copies.
Profits were immense. By August 1837, when the sixteenth of the twenty numbers appeared, the
publisher made an additional settlement with their now prize author of two thousand pounds for
the twenty numbers, eighty pounds per number more than the agreement with which they had
started. With the copyright entirely theirs, Chapman and Hall made at least ten thousand



pounds’ profit on the book.What was most on Dickens’ mind, though, was not money, marriage,
publishers, a new series of Sketches, newspaper reporting, the theatre, or the pressure of his
schedule and commitments, important as these things were. His energies were fast becoming
immersed in the all-absorbing challenge of creation. Writing had become a daily confrontation
with the sacred, with his craft, his art, and his life. He needed to remind his publisher and himself
that Pickwick had a claim on permanence, that it was literature and that he was an artist.
Schedules had to have the flexibility that art demands. “The spirits are not,” he told Chapman
and Hall, “to be forced up to Pickwick point, every day.” Sometimes his imaginative energy
outpaced the speed of his pen. Sometimes his nervous energy brought him out of his chair.
Sometimes he sat “down to begin a number, and feeling unequal to the task,” he would “do what
is far better under such circumstances—get up, and wait.…” With a strong sense of high stakes,
of the call to fame and fortune, he began to build on partial truth a myth of total self-sufficiency.
Pickwick Papers marked the first conclusive moment of his triumph over early deprivation. “If I
were to live a hundred years, and write three novels in each, I should never be so proud of any of
them, as I am of Pickwick, feeling as I do, that it has made its own way”—that he had made his
own way—”and hoping … that long after my hand is withered … Pickwick will be found on many
a dusty shelf with many a better work.”31 At twenty-four years, he was aware that he was
creating great literature. He felt Pickwick Papers flowing out of himself and his life.In these comic
idealizations, he created the purest myth, touched by a manageable darkness, of his own and
his culture’s recovery from economic and emotional deprivation. In the Pickwick world the
recovery occupies the present of an optimistic consciousness without ever denying the past or
promising that the future will be undeviatingly bright and inclusive. It is a novel of personal myth,
not history, of the brightness of his own first triumphant self-assertion, of his young adulthood
and his temporary liberation. The historical world stands still in Pickwick Papers at the moment
in which the bright sun of Mr. Pickwick and his circle flares out with the energy of stagecoaches,
rural travels, unshakable comradeship, happy times. After the trauma of the Reform Bill, in the
brief pause before the Victorian spurt into social consciousness, the British reading public found
its message of optimism, class harmony, benevolence, and comic reconciliation irresistible. The
social problems created by poverty, industrialization, undercapitalization, and a restrictive class
structure that he knew so well from his own experience are mostly excluded from the novel. At its
core is a definition of human nature as essentially benevolent, as desirably Pickwickian. The
scenery of Kent, the dignity of Rochester, the comedy of farce and remediation, the glow of
Christmas, dominate the Pickwickian self-definition.In his childhood, he had experienced
isolation and fragmentation. The universe of Mr. Pickwick, though, is fraternal and cohesive, with
a penumbra of comicality that transforms a fallen world into a pleasurable place of harmless
eccentricity. Matthew Lamert becomes Dr. Slammer. Dodson and Fogg are balanced by the
morally responsible Perker. The reprobate Jingle and Job Trotter are redeemed by their
response to Pickwick’s benevolence. The corruptions of the political world of Eatanswill, based
on what he had seen as a political reporter, cannot touch the essential triumph of right feeling.



The world of darkness, nightmare, and insecurity, the laughter of the devil-rat, Chips, is
narrowed, imprisoned, so to speak, in the very place in which his father had been incarcerated.
Refusing to pay Mrs. Bardell’s legal costs, Pickwick accepts the consequences as an affirmation
of who and what he has decided he wants to be. His imprisonment in the Fleet parallels but
transcends John Dickens’. Since he consciously chooses to assert his moral integrity, his loss of
liberty is an ascension into greater freedom. Through material incompetence, through flaws of
personality, through insufficient self and family protectiveness, his father had descended into an
imprisonment that he could not avoid. In the depiction of Pickwick’s imprisonment, Dickens plays
sensitively with one of the most painful experiences of his childhood. Among other things, he
creates in his fictional character an idealized version of his father, an antifather who voluntarily
chooses prison as an exemplification of his moral stature and as an expression of his control
over his own life, the kind of control that Charles had been so eager to achieve for himself. That
John Dickens had not achieved such liberation was painfully clear to his son. While he worked
on Pickwick Papers, his father found his success a valuable resource. Reminding the publishers
“how your interests are bound up with those of my son,” he attempted to borrow money from
Chapman and Hall without his son’s knowledge.32Pickwick’s final stasis and happiness, though,
demand his separation from adventure and the world, his retreat into the upper-middle-class
seclusion of his protected enclosure of self-sufficiency in his pleasant house in Dulwich. Unlike
John Dickens, he has managed to liberate himself entirely from financial pressures. There is
nothing he cannot afford, nothing that the material world can deny him. The novel never calls into
question the applicability of that solution. Pickwick Papers is a novel of exclusion. The Pickwick
world is satirized with loving, comic acceptance. No doubt, the novel implies, Pickwick could, if
he desired, go out into the world again, a little wiser, adventuring into resolvable farce, ultimately
returning to his happy home. But he does not and will not. It is a containment that embodies the
new structures of personal relationship, of marriage and of professional life, that Dickens had
created for himself, though it is more rarefied, static, and narrow. The novel ends, Pickwick
stops. Dickens, though, hardly paused.CHAPTER FOURCharley Is My Darling(1837–
1841)WHILE HE WORKED “LIKE A HOUSE O’ FIRE” ON A MORNING IN LATE June 1837,
writing the fifteenth number of Pickwick Papers, the bells of St. Paul’s began to toll for the death
of King William IV. “If you know anybody,” he wrote to John Forster, “I wish you’d send round and
ask them not to ring … I can hardly hear my own ideas.”1 He had neither the power nor the
inclination to hold back the new. On the contrary, he and his friends greeted the death of the old
king with a combination of personal indifference and communal relief. By the middle of 1837, the
twenty-five-year-old author had become important to an expanding circle of writers and artists,
most of whom delighted in the prospect of ringing out the old, inaugurating a new era of high
seriousness, fervent companionship, and artistic achievement.In late 1836 he had been
introduced to a successful young artist, Daniel Maclise. Irresistible, “very mad & Irish, but very
affectionate,” Maclise was the son of a poor tradesman. From childhood he had shown
outstanding ability at drawing. The star student at the newly opened Academy of Art in Cork, he



created a stir and received high praise from his subject when he drew Sir Walter Scott. A highly
skilled portraitist who excelled in catching likenesses in rapid sketches, he began to make his
living as a professional artist in 1825. Arriving in London in the summer of 1827, the twenty-one-
year-old, tall, well-built, handsome Irishman, with long “dark hair … in heavy waves,” looked
Byronic and ambitious.2 Often moody, sometimes depressed, he had an energy for adventures,
passions, and jokes that outpaced his capacity for withdrawal and darkness. He quickly became
a member of the Fraserians. Novelists like Ainsworth, Edward Bulwer, and soon Thackeray,
artists like Cruikshank, journalists like William Jerdan, Douglas Jerrold, Francis Mahony, and
William Maginn, poets like the attractive and ambitious Letitia Landon, and an assortment of
Bohemian figures ranging from the romantically dissolute to the dandyesque met regularly in the
Fraser’s back room. Maclise introduced Dickens to many of them. Fun-loving, handsome, and
talented, with an attraction for and to women, he was a well-known social and amorous man-
about-town who appealed immensely to Dickens and soon was to become one of his two most
intimate companions. He was to sit for Maclise’s pen and brush many times. But Thackeray’s
1836 drawing of himself, Maclise, Mahony, and a rakishly smoking Dickens at St. James’s
Square bring writer and artist vividly together for the first time.When he met the young critic and
biographer John Forster in the winter of 1836, introduced by Ainsworth, Dickens began the most
sustained friendship of his life. Despite stormy moments and some brief estrangements, the
fraternal bond resonated warmly for almost thirty-five years. Forster’s passion for him had its
fullest expression in his biography of his friend, shaping posterity’s view of the novelist for close
to a century. They first shook hands in the year in which Queen Victoria came to the throne. They
were buried over three decades later in the same cultural grave. Forster became a force to be
resisted as well as embraced, grist for Dickens’ satiric mill, parodied early in their friendship in
Dowler in Pickwick Papers and later in Podsnap in Our Mutual Friend. But when Forster’s eldest
brother died in 1845, Dickens reminded him that “you have a Brother left. One bound to you by
ties as strong as ever Nature forged. By ties never to be broken, weakened, changed in any way.
…”Born in the same year as Dickens, Forster began his literary mission as a young man in
Newcastle upon Tyne, his mother the daughter of a farm laborer, his father a butcher and cattle
dealer. Their enlightened Unitarianism brought him firmly into the secular world. His uncle’s
prosperity paid for his fees at the secular Royal Grammar School, where he became head boy,
eager to justify the confidence of his uncle, his “best friend all through life … a true good man.”
Like Dickens, he needed to imagine and create an environment different from his family’s. As a
boy of sixteen, he went to Cambridge to study classics, with his uncle’s support. Within months,
he left for London University to study law. Despite a diligent effort, aware that he was
disappointing many, aware of the potential loss of income, Forster soon gave up studying law.
He could not resist envisioning himself a man of letters and of the theatre. Like Dickens, he had
an avid imagination fired from childhood by literature. The law had certainty, security. His writing
and argumentative skills, his avid support of the Reform Bill, his tenaciousness, his energy, and
his imposing physical presence, could carry him far. His teacher Thomas Chitty believed that



had he remained at the bar eventually he would have become lord chancellor.3 But he readily
exchanged the fantasy of being lord chancellor for that of being what Dickens later good-
humoredly called the “Great Mogul” of literature.Forster’s passion for the theatre had also begun
in childhood. At fifteen, he wrote an argumentative “Vindication of the Stage” in response to a
puritanical pamphlet that the mother of one of his friends thought he would benefit from reading.
The next year his quasi-Byronic but moralistic “Charles at Tunbridge or The Cavalier of
Wildinghurst … by a gentleman of Newcastle” was performed and favorably noticed, with the
prediction that he would “one day become an ornament of his country,” by the editor of the
Newcastle newspaper for which he had begun to do reviews. His creative talents, though, were
more managerial than histrionic. He could play only one role—the evaluator, the arbitrator, the
enthusiast sure of his middle-class values and his aspirations for himself and his culture. With an
expressive reading voice, “rich and melodious, and full of varied intonations,” he performed only
the stentorian part.4 Brought up in a narrow world of provincial Unitarianism, he had confidence
in a combination of reason and force of personality that made him at times a self-deceptively
imperceptive man. With only a little poetry and less imagination, his preference for the straight
and narrow was deeply embedded in his simplistic rationality. Unlike Dickens, he had no ability
to fall, only to remain steadily conventional. Like Dickens, he defined literature and theatre as
moral exemplars. But he had no visible alternative forces operating. Though he acted it brilliantly,
he could act only one role.When he reviewed The Village Coquettes in December 1836, the tall,
dark-haired, handsome, twenty-four-year-old Forster had been active in London journalism and
literature for almost seven years. With prodigious enthusiasm, he had pursued every available
opportunity, reviewing for the Newcastle Mercury and the New Monthly Magazine, promising to
write a series of biographies of civil war figures, making a start at a biography of Oliver Cromwell,
publishing a volume of execrable verse, Rhyme and Reason, becoming drama critic of the
radical newspaper the True Sun, and then, in late 1833, of the Liberal newspaper The Examiner,
originally founded by Leigh Hunt. Mostly with a young man’s hero worship, always with a sense
of mutual mission, he pursued Charles Lamb, one of Dickens’ favorites, “the original, kind-
hearted, veritable Elia,” and then Hunt, “the first man of letters of any note worthiness I ever
knew,” who “influenced all my modes of literary thought at the outset of my life” and “confirmed
me in Literature as a profession.”5 Hunt’s influence helped turn him away from the law. Poised
between Romantic and Victorian generations, he sought the continuity of holding with one hand
the remnants of Romanticism, Wordsworth, Southey, Lamb, Hunt, and Walter Savage Landor,
and, with the other, the young soon-to-be Victorians, Edward Bulwer, Robert Browning, Daniel
Maclise, and Charles Dickens, and the two transitional figures who touched both cultural modes,
William Charles Macready and Thomas Carlyle.His appearance at the premiere of The Village
Coquettes was in response to a note that Dickens had sent to Albany Fonblanque. The editor of
The Examiner assigned his young reviewer to see what the talented author of Sketches had
done. Dickens took with good grace Forster’s criticism that the libretto was “totally unworthy of
Boz” and his humorous condemnation of the unprofessional appearance of the author and the



composer on the stage after the performance, in response to the cheering crowd. Dickens could
not, though, help laughing, “for the life and soul of me,” at the comment that the audience was
“left in perfect consternation that he neither resembled the portraits of Pickwick, Snodgrass,
Winkle, nor Tupman. Some critics in the gallery were said to have expected Sam Weller.”6
Friendly feelings were expressed in March 1837 and the two men began to see one another
socially. By late May, the formality of “My Dear Sir” had been replaced by the intimacy of “My
Dear Forster.” Forster’s ecstatic response, “the highest of all praise,” to Dickens’ new novel in
progress in Bentley’s Miscellany and his strong sympathy for Dickens’ pain in the midst of a
personal tragedy in May encouraged Dickens to take Forster more into his confidence. Forster’s
good business sense and skill soon came to seem wonderful assets to an ambitious author
increasingly damaging himself by compulsively signing disadvantageous contracts. Through
Forster, he met Macready, the prickly, sometimes morose, most brilliant actor of the early
Victorian stage, and Thomas Noon Talfourd, the facile, good-natured, rather bland poet-
dramatist and member of Parliament who earned his living as a barrister. Shortly, mainly through
Forster and Maclise, he knew almost everyone worth knowing.Macready and Talfourd were
almost contemporaries, Talfourd forty-two years of age and Macready forty-four in late spring
1837 when Forster introduced them to Dickens. Talfourd combined the security of law and the
civil service with the glamour of literature. Dickens already knew him by reputation as a dazzling
speaker and conversationalist. He also knew him by sight, having reported for the Morning
Chronicle Talfourd’s parliamentary activities and his role in the scandalous Norton-Melbourne
trial for adultery on which Dickens had loosely based the Bardell-versus-Pickwick trial.7 Talfourd
was gifted with a great deal more ego and vanity than talent. Macready, who had preferred not to
become an actor, who abhorred his profession, and who looked forward to saving enough
money to retire from a world that his society did not consider respectable, had an equal amount
of both. He had introduced to the theatre naturalistic techniques, stylized poetic devices, and the
value or at least illusion of absolute performance sincerity. He also emphasized the desirability of
authenticity in costuming and setting, particularly the importance of creating individualized sets
rather than all-purpose scenery. With the help of literary allies, he attempted to reestablish the
dignity of the theatrical profession. Collaborating on scripts with his friends, taking on the
management of Covent Garden Theatre, reviving Shakespeare’s plays, stripping away the
bowdlerizing encrustations of the eighteenth century, he had become, by the late 1830s, a
theatrical tyro whose energy was transforming the English stage.An unsuccessful actor and
theatrical manager, his father had been, like Dickens’, an imprisoned bankrupt. But he had sent
his son to Rugby to become a gentleman. Unlike his father, Macready embraced the theatre as a
distasteful duty at a time of economic necessity. With his spinster sister, the stern guardian of his
mind, he trained a young actress with whom he had fallen in love to become the dutiful wife of a
gentleman and the mother of his family. Before marriage, she was “Katie.” Afterward, she was
invariably “Catherine.” With a growing family, eager for respectability, he bought a country home
in Elstree, seventeen miles from central London. Combining Victorian earnestness with



Romantic resentment, inflamed sometimes by an almost uncontrollable temper, he became a
moral tyrant both on and off the stage. Deeply compassionate, he elevated duty to a religious
law and moral rigor to kindness. Though he breathed happily outside the world of the theatre, the
stage was the center around which his friendships revolved.Dickens, who later claimed that he
went to the theatre every night for two or three years in the early 1830s, first saw the “eminent
tragedian” perform in December 1832. Forster had contrived to meet Macready in May 1833 at
the funeral of his rival the actor Edmund Kean, where he also met the successful marine painter
Clarkson Stanfield, who had done stage sets for Kean, Macready, and Sheridan Knowles.
Knowles was the improvident, overworked Irish dramatist who had written Virginius, one of
Macready’s most successful vehicles. Forster appeared to Macready “quite an enthusiast; I like
him.” They soon took pleasure in long conversations in which the younger man’s admiration for
and support of him became paramount. With access to the theater, with his position as drama
critic of The Examiner, with his energy and ambition, Forster became intimate with Macready’s
friends, particularly Stanfield, Talfourd, and Bryan Procter, a lawyer and civil servant who wrote
poetry and plays under the pseudonymn Barry Cornwall. In mid-June 1837, he came into
Macready’s dressing room at Covent Garden, where he was a familiar visitor, “with a gentleman,
whom he introduced as Dickens, alias Boz.” Macready was “glad to see him.”8 With theatrical
stars in his own eyes, Dickens was strongly attracted to the actor’s courage, warmth, and dignity.
He seemed a figure of steel-gray assiduousness, so different from his father and so like the
model of his own aspirations. Before he had been a visitor to the theatre. Now he became
Macready’s guest. Before he had been on the lower level of the widespread free-ticket
arrangement. Now he became part of the preferential world of those who were acknowledged to
belong.
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Dr. Mark S. Lea, “Incredible. Dickens: A BiographyIncredible. Thorough and well written.The
definitive biography!Well worth the read. A great book on one of the most influential authorsof all
time.”

Wayne Engle, “Charles Dickens, as he really was. Charles Dickens was, in my opinion, the
greatest writer of English-language novels and stories of all time. And this masterful book brings
him alive, even for those who thought they knew all about him before reading it.Young Charles'
unhappy, disadvantaged childhood laid the groundwork for his view of the world, and the general
direction which his stories traveled. His father was a good-natured, lazy man who couldn't
manage his family's money at all. His mother always left Charles with the feeling that she didn't
really love him, and that there were many other things more important in life to her than her
son.The son even had to work in a factory for young boys for a time, until he began his journey
up society's ladder with his brilliant writing ability, his ability to manage his income as his parents
couldn't, and his knack at making scores of good friends, many of them in positions to help him
in his career, and nearly all of whom stayed close with him for the rest of his life.Dickens married
young, and fathered nearly a dozen children, few of whom showed any inheritance of their
father's brilliance, or of his skill with money or his love of staying busy as much of the time as
possible. Despite the large family, he and his wife were never close -- emotionally, that is -- and
in later years, they separated. Dickens appears to have had a number of affairs with other
women during the years of his marriage, too.Charles Dickens' love of writing almost without a
break, and his traveling around Europe and the United States multiple times to read his works to
audiences, aged him far more rapidly than he might have in a more quiet life, and at age 58, the
great author died, mourned deeply by his many friends, and the millions who had enjoyed
reading his works.I gave this fine biography four stars instead of five, for two reasons. One was,
there are so many friends of Dickens, family members, and others, named and described in the
book, that it was very hard to keep them all straight in my mind. And the other was, my favorite of
his works, and that of many others, "A Christmas Carol," got only passing mention in the book,
as compared to so many of his other novels and stories. I was very disappointed at
that.However, those things aside, I felt this was a superb biography of one of the world's greatest
fiction writers. I highly recommend it.”

richardkonkel@yahoo.com, “A very fine biography of the geatest English novelist. I have just
finished reading Mr. Kaplan's biography of Dickens. I have been reading a number of Dickens'
novels, and decided that reading a biography of this master of the novel would provide more
insight into what made Dickens write such wonderful books. Mr. Kaplan has set forth a full
scholarly account of Dickens, as the extensive notes attest to. I was most struck by Dickens'
phenomenal energy in writing all those novels, doing public readings, walking miles a day, and



raising a family of eight children! Dickens' relationship with women was also very interesting.
Dickens had a strained relationships with his mother, wife and an early love, Maria Beadwell.
These relationships reappear in his writings. He also had very close sister/wife relationships
with two of his sister-in-laws and his daughters. Although it may never be fully understood why
Dickens separated from his wife Catherine after 23 years of marriage, Mr. Kaplan does a fairly
good job of explaining this situation.One is impressed by Dickens' energy, his flair for the
theatrical and his overwhelming genius. This biography does a very good job of painting a
portrait of Charles Dickens the man and his many activities. Towards the end of the biography,
there are times when Mr. Kaplan cronologically jumps and repeats certain events out of
sequence. This, and several photos from 1865 labled as 1845 are about the only faults in this
very well executed biography.”

K. Sterling, “Well-written, well-researched, scholarly work. The key word is "scholarly." If you
want the run-of-the-mill pulp bio, you won't find it here. What you will find is a treasure of
information on Dickens and his life. I have read every major biography of Dickens, and Kaplan's
work is by far the best. I don't know how others could call it "boring," for I couldn't put it down. If
you need your biographies "punched up," perhaps you should try Ackroyd's bio, which is more
colorful but also more rambling. This is solid work, from a solid researcher.”

bri, “Excellenf. Excellent book”

joseph o'kane, “Five Stars. Very good Biography of a Great Writer xx”

Laird Russell Yearwood, “Very good!. Very good biography of Dickens. Read it years ago when
first published, but as I am re-reading all of Dickens this year thought I would to read this book
again, wasn't disappointed. Very thorough treatment of the author, his world, and times. The
seller of this book was easy to deal with, and delivered the product they described, will buy from
them again.”

The book by Fred Kaplan has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 25 people have provided feedback.
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